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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade or so the interest in radon and radon decay products in the
human environment has grown considerably. The reason is mainly epidemiological,
and naturally the enhanced awareness of risks in the modern society is a trend,
also supporting the radon issue.

There are three key factors, which have influenced our concern about the health
effects of radon irradiation:

i. The establishment of a positive and significant correlation between
lung cancer incidence rate and radon daughter exposure in mines,
during the 1960s;

ii. The large-scale tendency towards energy saving in houses, by lowering
the air exchange rate, thereby increasing the radon levels;

iii. The introduction of a weighting procedure by the International Commis-
sion on Radiological Protection (ICRP77a) makes it possible to compare
the risk of an inhomogeneous lung irradiation with that of an external
whole body irradiation.

Besides the health aspects of radon and its decay products, there are, or have
been, several applications of radon; in meteorology, geology, water research and
medicine. In this study paper IV deals with radon and its decay products as
natural trace elements in the atmosphere.

Before proceeding to a more definite listing of the objectives of the present
investigation let us look first at the natural radioactive decay series, thereby
giving a more precise meaning to 'radon' and 'radon daughters' used loosely
above. This will be followed by a short historical review.

1.1. RADON IN THE NATURAL DECAY SERIES

In our radiation environment isotopes of radon and their decay products have
always played an important role. All three naturally occurring decay series
involve a radon variant. (The neptunium In + 1 series, of zero natural abundan-
ce, does not Include any radon isotopes!). In the 2^ U series the radon Isotope
has mass number 222, and follows immediately after 226Ra.



The radon members of the thorium and actinium series are Rn (T 1 / 2 =55.6 s)
and 21^Rn (T^ 2 =3-96 s) respectively. Mainly due to their short ha l f - l i f e s ,
these two radionuclides are of less significance in most circumstances, espe-
cially 219Rn.
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The present investigation i s exclusively devoted to Rn and i t s decay pro-
ducts. 2 2 Rn will in the following text alternatively be termed 'radon', where
there is no possibility of confusion with the other radon isotopes.

The radionuclides of the CD \J series are shown in Figure 1 in paper IV. The
progenies following radon in the series are populary called 'radon daughters',
and they can be divided into the short-lived group: 2 i 8Po, 21l|Pb, 21l>Bi, 21l|Po;
and the long-lived group 210Pb, 210Bi, 210Po. In the following we will frequen-
tly designate the short-lived group by RnD, not to be confused with the old
historical name for 210Pb, RaD.

1.2. RADON AND RADON DAUGHTERS - A HISTORICAL REVIEW

Our knowledge of radon and i t s decay products i s nearly as old as the history of
radioactivity. Only a few years a f t er Becquerel's d i scovery of rad ia t ion from
uranium ores in 1896 Rutherford w r i t e s : 'I have found that thorium compounds
continuously emit radio-active part ic les of some kind, which retain their radio-
a c t i v e powers for s e v e r a l minutes . ' (RuOO). The emiss ion of p a r t i c l e s was
termed 'emanation', and i t was soon discovered that a lso radium and actinium had
t h e i r own c h a r a c t e r i s t i c emanations. The sugges t ion by Rutherford that 'the
emanation may be a vapour' (RuOO), was soon confirmed. The radium emanation was
'a new gas possessing the property of radioactivity to a very intense degree'
(So09). In addition to the basic issue of how the radioactive elements could
transform into each other, e.g. uranium into thorium (isotopy was unknown until
1913), the behaviour of emanation was puzzling. '...The emanation possesses a
very remarkable property... of producing radio-activity in a l l substances en
which it falls.' (RuOO), 'I have shown that radium emanation coheres to almost
everything with which they come into contact', 'the persistence of radio-activi-
ty on glass vessels which have contained radium is remarkable. Filters, beakers,
dishes used in the laboratory for operations with radium, after having been
washed in the usual way, remain radio-active;' (CrO3). These early experiences
of the tendency of radon daughters to adhere to surfaces, gave them their old
name 'active deposit'. The individual members of the 'active deposit of rapid
change' were soon discovered and given the names RaA, RaB, RaC and RaC' (Figure
1 paper IV). Of all the natural radionuclides, except for 2^8U, it was actually I.



a long-live daughter, 210po (PaF), to be discovered first by the Curies in 1898.

By 1908 all major radionuclides in Figure 1 IV were individually known.

The history of radon has also epidemiological and medical sides. That miners

often got a lung disease, called 'Bergkrankheit' in German, had been known since

the sixteenth century. The lung cancer incidence among miners was about 50

times greater than normal, during the decades around 1900 in Central Europe,

(Ar67, Ed83). The 'Bergkrankheit' was later identified as lung cancer.

In the early decades of this century radon was used for intracavitary tumour

radiation instead of radium. In Sweden there was no significant change-over from

radium to radon (S150), but abroad, mainly in the U.S.A., radon 'cows' were

common during the twenties and thirties. Another, more or less historic applica-

tion of radon, is as a healing agent in air and water or' certain spas. Aston-

ishingly the first tracer experiment was claimed to have taken place in a human

food stuff. To prove to his denying landlady that the rost of the Sunday meal

was served again, Hevesy conducted an experiment: 'Tie coming Sunday in an

unguarded moment I added some active deposit to the fresiily prepared pie and on

the following Wednesday, with the aid of an electroscope I demonstrated to the

landlady the presence of the active material in the ;>ouffle.' (G167). Later

Heve3y used thorium (212Pb T1/,2=1°-6
 n) t o indicate ths uptake of lead in the

horsebean (Vicita Faba), and this was the first published radioactive tracer

application in biology (He23).

1

The presence of natural radioactivity in the atmosphere vias proved for the first
time 1901 by Elster and Geitel and soon quantitative measurements were per-
formed. As early as 1917 Schweidler correlated high radon concentration in
outdoor air with decreasing atmospheric pressure on warm days. Early references
to the field of radioactivity in geophysics are found in the comprehensive book
by Meyer and Schweidler (Me27). As meteorological parameters affected the dis-
tribution of radon and RnD in the atmosphere, i t soon became clear that these
nuclides could be used as natural tracers in outdoor air. For example, the
vertical mixing coefficiant due to air turbulence could be determined from
measurements of the radon concentration height profile. References to the modern
literature covering the subject of 'radon meteorology' can be found in the
review papers by Schumann (Sc72) and Wilkening (W181).



1.3. THE AIM OF THE INVESTIGATION

In spite of more than 80 years experience in radioactivity, there still remain

several unsolved problems concerning radon and radon daughters. In such basic

areas as radon diffusive transport and radon daughter behaviour in indoor air,

our knowledge is far from reliable. In the field of meteorology, the role of

radon and radon daughters in atmospheric processes is poorly understood, even

today. In general terms the aim of this investigation is to tackle unsolved

radon problems. There are too many to be treated by one research group or

laboratory, and naturally we have to limit the investigations to a few well

defined areas.

Specifically the objectives of this study are:

1. to examine radon exhalation from porous media;

2. to evaluate the effect of air filtration on the radon

daughter concentration in indoor air;

3. to apply radon- and radon daughter measurement methodologies

to low outdoor activity levels.

Objectives 1 and 2 are directly associated with the health effects of radon and

radon daughters. The third objective also concerns health, but in a much wider

sense. The use of radon and radon daughters as tracers in the atmosphere is one

of many tools helping to give us a better understanding of meteorological pheno-

mena, such as air transport of pollutants.

Special emphasis in this investigation is given to:

-the time-dependent diffusion theory and its implications for radon exhalation

measurements in closed volumes,

-the wire screen method to separate radon decay products unattached and attached

to aerosols,

-continuous radon-in-air assessment with through-flow detectors,

-the problems connected with the measurement of very low concentrations of radon

and radon daughters in maritime air.



I.i». NOMENCLATURE

In the text the specialized terms are usually defined as they occur. A few

terms, however, need additional clarification, as they are often given different

interpretations in the radon literature. Some of the abbreviations used are also

explained below.

AMD is the Activity Median Diameter of an aerosol size distribution.

D is the diffusion coefficient, the proportionality constant in Fick's law of

diffusion. For diffusive transport in porous material, effective diffusion

coefficients can be defined (see Section 3-1 below).

EER, Equilibrium Equivalent Radon concentration, defined as the activity concen-

tration of radon and daughters in equilibrium, having the same potential alpha

energy concentration as the daughter mixture of Interest.

emanation, by emanation in this report is meant the process by whic.1* radon atoms

enter the pore space, thus becoming available for further transport in porous

materials.

e , the emanation factor, or emanation fraction, the fraction of the radon

produced in a material that reaches the pore space.

E, exhalation, the phenomenon of radon atoms leaving a (macroscopic) material or

sample. The exhalation can be expressed as the number of atoms or in activity

units, and can refer to the mass, surface area etc. of the material in -question.

exhalation rate, exhalation per unit time.

p, the porosity, is the ratio of pore-volume to bulk-volume of a material.

opp
radon, Rn, the radon isotope in the uranium decay series.

?2?

radon daughter, the decay products following Rn in the natural uranium

series.

RnD, short-lived radon daughters.



a S D , the l i ght scat ter ing c o e f f i c i e n t of an aerosol . Measured in paper IV by
instruments called nephelometers, sensitive to aerosol particles of diameters
about 0.2-1 urn.

WL, Working Level, i s an old unit of the quantity 'potential alpha energy
concentration', equal to 1.3*10 eV per mJ air, corresponding to an EER of 3750
Bq m~3 ( s 0 .1 pCi m~3).
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2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF RADON AND ITS DAUGHTERS

2.1. RADON

The early suspicions that the 'emanation' was a gas belonging to the inert gases

of the periodic table was soon verified. The physical properties of radon are

given e.g. in the UNSCEAR report 1982 (UN82), and will not be repeated here. The

chemical inertness of radon is an important feature both in atmospheric tran-

sport process (paper IV) and in connection with lung irradiation (paper III).

The rare chemical compounds formed by radon, are reviewed by Stein (St83), but

are of no consequence for this investigation. Like other inert gases, radon can

be adsorbed by charcoal. The radon concentration apparatus used in paper IV

exploits this principle. Charcoal adsorption i s discussed In more detail in

section 6 below.

2.2. RADON DAUGHTERS

The radon progenies , the radon daughters, are a l l i s o t o p e s of the meta ls p o l o -

nium, bismuth or lead. As they are s h o r t - l i v e d compared with the mother nuc l ide ,

they w i l l soon reach radia t ion equi l ibrium in a c losed system. (The p r e r e q u i s i t e

for radiat ion equi l ibrium between a radioact ive daughter nuc l ide and i t s parent

nuclide is either a long-lived parent or a constant supply of the parent.) lu

radiation equilibrium 1 becquerel of radon supports an equal activity of a l l
222tfour short-lived daughters. Each decay of

rates 3 alpha particles in total.

"Fn in equilibrium with RnD gene-

In contrast to radon, the daughters are chemically and physically reactive. The

behaviour of RnD:s in air i s of special importance in papers III and IV and in

these papers the phenomena of attachment to aerosol particles and plate-out onto

surfaces have been described. The large difference in diffusivity between un-

attached RnD:s, and RnD:s attached to aer03Ol particles, i s the basis of the

wire screen separation method utilized in paper III , and the cause of the

difference in deposition probability in the respiratory tract, which is relevant

for the dose models used in paper III, and also discussed in section 5 below.



2.3. RADIATION DECAY AND EQUILIBRIUM

Radiation equilibrium in a closed system was briefly touched on in section 2.2.

It should be pointed out that radiation equilibrium is not applicable to the

airborne part of the activity in a closed system, such as in a zinc sulphide

flask, due to plate-out. If, for instance, the mean plate-out rate constant for

Po is A and the only elimination of Po is through radioactive decay and

plate-out, the ratio between airborne Po and Rn is X./(X. +\ ), where A .
51R 51Ri s the decay constant of ^ l oPo. The fraction X /(A 1 + A ) of the '^Po act iv i -

ty i s deposited on surfaces by plate-out.

The half- l i fe of the f irst long-lived daughter i s 22.3 a (ICRP83). If we enclose
the amount of 1 Bq of i n i t i a l l y pure radon, several months la ter we w i l l have
more or less pure 2 1 0Pb, but the decay rate of this radiolead wil l be very low.
approximately 3.82/(22.3 x 365)= O.00OM7 Bq. The low a c t i v i t y of long- l ived
radon progenies supported by a certain amount of radon or short-lived RnD:s i s
of great practical consequence. The devices used to collect radon or short-lived
daughters can normally be reused within a few hours after removal of the radon,
as by then the deposited short - l ived daughters have decayed. With increasing
exposure (expressed, for instance, as time-integrated activity concentration,
Bq s m~̂ ) the background count rate w i l l s lowly increase, however, due to the
accumulation of deposited long-lived daughters.

The exponential equations governing the decay and growth of the members of the
decay series, are often in textbooks on nuclear physics referred to as 'Bateman
equations' (Ba10, Ev55). A less well-known form of the Bateman equations, i s the
recurrence formula of s e r i a l decays, in which the number of atoms of the n:th
daughter nuclide at time t , can be expressed as:

n-1
Eq. 1 N (t) - N (0) ' E 2 TT (A.)

if we, at time t=0, have a pure mother nuclide, indexed zero, and no branching.

The functions E are built up from the simple function EQ= exp(-Ag t).

E - Q 1 E

0,1 , 0,1,2, 0,1,2 _
A1 A0 A2 A0

E _ E Q,1 t 2 ,3 t . . .n -1 " E 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . n
0 , 1 , 2 , . . . n . _ ^

n 0

The fu l l treatment of the recurrence formula i s given by Hamawi (Ha71) and

Scherpetz and Desrosiers (Sc8D.



2.1». POTENTIAL ALPHA ENERGY

The alpha decay energy is of special relevance to radiation dosimetry (cf sec-

tion 5 below). Concerning the radon daughter irradiation of the lung, it is the

potential alpha energy of a daughter that is relevant, if we assume that the

mean biological residence time of the daughters in the lung is long compared

with the physical decay time. The assumption is not valid for the long-lived

daughters and therefore the potential alph-> energy of an atom is defined as the

total alpha energy emitted during the decay of this atom along the decay series

to 210Pb (or 2 0 8Pb for the thorium series) (ICRP 81). The potential alpha

energies of the short-lived radon daughters are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1.

Daughter

No. i

1

2

3
4

Radionuclide

2 i 8Po (RaA)
21l|Pb (RaB)
21l*Bi (RaC)
214Po (RaC)

Total

Potential alpha energy, p^

nJ per Bq

0.579

2.857

2.12,

2.9 10~7

5.55g

MeV per Bq

3,61,,

17,833

13,2,,,
1.8 10~3

Fraction of

total, b^

0.104

0.514

0.382

< 10-7

1.000

Having an arbitrary mixture of radon daughters in air, the potential alpha

:pot»energy concentration, Cnn4., is obtained as the sum

Eq. 2 "pot

4z p. C.

where the Ci-.s are the activity concentrations of the individual daughters. The

contribution from Po in Eq. 2 is so small, that for all practical purposes,

the upper index of the sum can be set to i=3. The equilibrium equivalent radon

concentration, EER, of a non-equilibrium mixture, C^, is simply the radiation

equilibrium mixture of short-lived daughters having the same potential energy

concentration, C_ t, that is

3 3
Eq. 3 'pot P. C. p. «EER



T
From equation 3 we easily obtain (cf Table 1):

Eq. 1 EER = Z bi ci = 0.104 C1 + 0.514 C + 0.382 C C Bq m~3 1

The radon daughter equilibrium factor F, with respect to potential alpha energy,

is defined as

Eq. 5 EER

'Rn
where Cj, is the radon concentration in air.

10



3. RADON AND RADON DAUGHTER TRANSPORT

The intention of this section is to briefly introduce the fundamental principles

of radon sources and radon and radon daughter transport. Relevant aspects of

both microscopic radon migration (paper I) and of large-scale transport (paper

IV) are presented.

3.1. RADON MIGRATION IN POROUS MEDIA

In paper I the radon transport in a material with air-filled pores is theoreti-

cally described as a pure diffusion process. To advance the understanding of the

theoretical part of paper I, the transport processes and associated parameters

will be discuss in more detail in this section.

The literature in the field is extensive. The interested reader is referred to

the comprehensive reviews by Tanner (Taö1», Ta80), covering geological litera-

ture on radon migration in soil, listing more than 450 references, and to the

review study of radon transport in building materials performed by the National

Bureau of Standards (Co8i), giving 171» references.

In the porous medium the pores are filled with a 'fluid', e.g. air, water etc.

The migration of radon atoms in the pores can be divided into two broad catego-

ries, either a movement with the fluid or a movement with respect to the fluid.

An example of the former is a pressure gradient driving the fluid, bringing

radon with it, and an example of migration relative to the fluid is diffusive

transport. The porosity, p, of the material is an important parameter, defined

in the glossary. In paper I, the definition of p assumes that the fluid is air

throughout.

Even in the earliest radon measurements in soil it was noticed that only a
o p A

fraction of the radon produced from Ra reached the pore space. Meyer and
Schweidler (Me27) give the range e = 5 - 17% referring to Satterly's measure-
ments of soil gas 1911-12. In most materials, the grain size i s much larger than
the range of the recoiling radon atcm, giving low values of £. Water or other
liquids in the pores increase the emanation fraction £ , as experimentally
observed by several authors (see CO81 for references) including ourselves
(i'a82). The increased e-value is explained by the higher probability of a radon
atom stopping in a water-filled pjre than in an air-filled pore. From this i t is
also understood that the 'water effect', promoting high values of e , is depen-

11
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dent on pore size. The recoiling " cRn atom has an energy of 0.10 MeV and a

range of about 63 ym and 0.1 pm in air and water respectively (Ta80). Emana-

tion factors in the range e = 1 - 70 % have been reported (Wi80, Ta80). I t

should be added that in certain minerals the 22°Ra atoms may be inhomogeneously

situated in the grains. If Ha atoms are superficially concentrated, high

emanation factors may be obtained, even without moisture-filled pores.

The exhalation of radon from a macroscopic body is a two-step process, first the

liberation of the radon atoms to the pore volume, secondly the migration of the

radon atoms to the surface of the body. In our opinion, i t is therefore per t i -

nent to define a special term, the emanation factor e , as above, applicable

only to the first step in the exhalation process. The well established and well

defined quantity, 'emanation power' or 'escape-to-production ratio' is equal to

the quotient radon activity liberated from the material (exhaling), by the radon

activity formed in the material, during a time unit (Ta80). Using this defini-

tion our 'emanation factor' is the same as the emanation power of the grains or

at least very small bodies, small enough not to appreciably delay the liberation

of radon from the body. The term 'emanation power' is awkward, involving both

steps of the exhalation, and is thereby dependent on the macroscopic dimensions

of the material. The term is definitely unsuitable during the non-steady-state

conditions discussed in paper I.

Consider a binary system of radon and air. If a radon concentration gradient

exists, there will be a net transport of radon in the direction of decreasing

concentration. This transport phenomenon is called diffusion. Nearly 130 years

ago Fick put earlier qualitative observations of diffusion on a quantitative

basis by introducing what is now known as Fick's law. In one dimension it says:

- -D p .
dz C m^s"1 :

where is the (part icle) fluence ra te , D i s the diffusion coefficient (m

s ), n is the concentration of atoms (m~^), and z i s the distance (m).

Following the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements

(ICRU80), we prefer the name particle fluence rate for <p , instead of the common

but equivocal name 'flux density'. If we express the concentration as an act ivi-

ty concentration, C, we have

Eo. 6 -D(dC/dz)



where j=V Af is the activity fluence rate, and C= Af-n. A f is the physical

decay constant of radon. If we add a pressure gradient dp/dz, the activity

fluence rate will change, due to the air movement. A term, v C, should be added

to equation 6, where the air volume current v (m^s~ m~ ) can be found from

Darcy's law, v= -(k/n)dp/dz (Wi80, C08I), where k is the permeability coeffi-

cient, and H the dynamic viscosity. In paper I, both pressure- and thermal

(causing thermal diffusion) gradients are assumed to be non-existent.

If the air is homogeneously distributed in space, the diffusion coefficient in

Eq. 6 is the molecular diffusion coefficient, D . In a porous medium the diffu-

sive air flow is restricted and we have to use an effective diffusion coeffic-

ient. Failure of authors to distinguish between different diffusion coefficients

has led to confusion in the literature, as pointed out by Culot (Cu76). The aim

of the following is to deduce the differential diffusion equation and to clarify

the relationships between the molecular diffusion coefficient, D , and the

different effective diffusion coefficients which can be defined.

Let us consider a homogeneous and stagnant medium, e.g. air, where we have an

activity concentration of radon, C, and a concentration gradiant VC. To be

general we write Fick's law in three dimensions

-D VC (x,y,z) = j
m

where

D is the true molecular diffusion coefficient

V is the nabla operator

Jm is the vectorial activity fluence rate.

If we now introduce infinitely thin but non-permeable microscopic walls in the

medium, the diffusive flow will be obstructed due to the tortuosity of the

'maze'. For the same concentration gradient the activity fluence rate decreases

by a factor h, the 'tortuos' factor

Eq. 7 "h Dm VC (x,y,z) - h j

Penman has published values of h in the range 0.5 - 0.75 (Pe40). The second step

is now to make the walls thicker, without changing the hypothetical maze in any

other respect. Only a fraction, the porosity p, of the total volume, is air, but

equation 7 is still valid, if the fluence rate refers to an unoccluded area and

C refers to the activity concentration in the pore volume. If f denotes the
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unoccluded fraction of a cross sect ional area, the a c t i v i t y fluence rate, j ,
referring to a full area i s equal to f h Jm, and we have

- f h Dm VC (x.y.z) = - De VC(x,y,z) = J

which i s Fick's law for a porous medium. De i s cal led the e f f e c t i v e d i f fus ion
coefficient, designated by k in Culot's paper (Cu76).

The differential equation for diffusion in a porous material (Eq. 1 in paper I)
i s based on the validity of Fick's law together with a balance calculation for
the rate of change in radon activity, per bulk volume, as shown in the following
deduction.

i / The increase, g, due to decaying radium atoms can be written g =
CRaPAf £, where CRa i s the s p e c i f i c radium concentration (Bq kg"1) of the
sample, p the bulk sample mass density, \ f the decay constant of radon and
the emanation factor.

i i / The decrease due to decaying radon atoms i s simply Ä,p C per unit time,
as the number of decaying radon atoms per bulk unit volume i s p C. C i s the
radon concentration in the pore volume, and p the porosity.

i i i / The change due to radon diffusion i s generally ff^ j»da, where da i s i s
a surface element on the closed volume V. (The surface enclosing V i s denoted by
'A'). The change may be rewritten as a volume integral, using Fick's law and the
theorem by Green (see any textbook on vector analysis)

- / / j.da = / / D VC (x,y,z).da = D / / / V2C (x.y.z) dv
V V e V

The change of radon activity in the closed volume V per unit time can now be

written

/// p •

v
|£ dv = /// (g - A p C) dv + D /// V2C(x,y,z) dv

In the Jimit of very 3mall volumes, the variability in space can be neglected

and therefore

3C D* -•>
Eq. Aa ^ -



Introducing the maximum of C in an i n f i n i t e sample, Cm= CRa*p£ / p , and the
diffusion length L= (De/A fp)0^, the diffusion equation can be expressed as

Eq. 8b

The deduction of the diffusion equation and Fick's law applicable to a porous

medium, laid out above, does not require any special relation between the poro-

sity p and the unoccluded fraction f. The effective diffusion coefficent used in

paper I is defined as D=De/p=f h D /p. Another and more common way to define an

effective diffusion coefficient is as Deff=h Dm. This latter definition leads to

the diffusion equation

3t p A C + - D ,. V2C
p eff

and Fick's law takes the form

-f DeffVC« j

To avoid the complication of working with both porosity, p, and unoccluded
fractional area, f, as independent parameters, it is customary to assume equali-
ty between them. When presenting theories or experimental results in the field
of diffusion in porous materials, i t i s important to clarify which one of the
effective diffusion coefficients one is referring to. This can be done unambi-
guously by giving the theoretical relation between the effective coefficient and
the molecular diffusion coefficient, as done above and in paper I.

The objective of paper I i s to apply the diffusion equations to exhalation
measurements on enclosed samples, and for that purpose we need both the time-
dependent and the steady-state (3C/dt= 0) solution of Eq. 8. The solutions will
have different forms depending on initial and boundary conditions. An infinite
slab of thickness 2d in free space, has the same areal exhalation rate as a
sample of thickness d in an open canister. The proof of this i s given in paper
I. It is therefore sufficient in the case at hand to work with the one-dimen-
sional solutions of Eq. 8.

The time-dependent pore concentration in a sample closed at time t = 0, initial-
ly exhaling into free space, i s given in Eq. 7 in paper I. The corresponding
exhalation is (a radon-tight vessel is assumed, that is y = 1)
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Eq. 9 - D
9C(z,t)
3z

- F
2 tanh (d/L) • exp {-Xf t}

z=d

;L2 exp{-(yi L/d)
2 Af t}

i=1 (1 + a + a2 -yi
2)(d2 + y.2 L2)

where y^ are the non-zero positive roots of -ay i= tan y^t and E f (°° ) the bound

steady state exhalation (Eq. 5 in paper I). The first ten y4 values are given in

Table 2 for three different outer- to inner volume ratios, a .

Table 2.

V1

y?

V4
y5

a=0.1

2.

5.

8.

11

14

8631

7611

7089

.703

.734

2

4

7

11

11

a=1

0287

9131

9786

.086

».207

1.

4.

7.

11

in

a=10

6320

7335

8667

.005

.144

V6

y8

y9

a=0.1

17.791

20.868

23.958

27.058

30.166

a=i

17.336

20.469

23.604

26.741

29-879

a=10

17.285

20.425

23.566

26.707

29.849

The solution of the time dependent concentration in Eq. 7 (I) has been presented

by Krisiuk (Kr71) and Lamm (La84). (In the English translation of Krisiuk's

paper available to us, the minus sign in the transcendental equation is mis-

sing). The practical implications of the theoretical equations given above will

be discussed in section 7 below. Only a few comments to facilitate the interpre-

tation will be given here.

The relation between free- and steady-state bound exhalation for a vessel with a

leakage factor Y is (Eq. 6 in paper I)

Eq. 10 coth(d/L) + x±

coth(d/L)
pL • tanh(d/L)

1 + pL/YS, if d » L

if d < 0.5 L
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The maximum pore concentration in a free sample is solely determined by the

thickness to diffusion length ratio, d/L. Introducing an enclosure will increase

this maximum. An increased ventilation expressed as a relative leakage, has the

same effect on the steady-state bound exhalation, as increasing the height (£ )

of the outer volume. Increasing the outer volume or the ventilation rate wil l

raise the steady-state exhalation rate. The physical explanation is easy; to

support the larger radon 'elimination' i c the outer volume, we need a larger

exhalation.

In Eq. 7 (I) the two first terms on the right-hand side are time-independent.

They correspond to the steady-state exhalation, and involve a depth, (z), de-

pendence. The third term, on the other hand, i s only time-dependent, and the

first three terms seen together describe how the radon concentration within the

sample increases with time in a congruent fashion, without changing the concen-

tration-depth gradient (i.e. exhalation). All parameters describing the change

in the concentration gradient with time, are gathered in the last term, G(z,t),

of Eq. 7 in paper I. For thin samples (d < L) there i s a fairly rapid change

from free exhalation, at time zero, towards bound exhalation. The time it takes

upon closing for the exhaling system to reach 95 % of i t s final steady-state

exhalation value is given in Table 1 of paper I.
T

3.2. DISPERSION OF RADON AND RADON DAUGHTERS IN THE ATMOSPHERE

As discussed in paper IV, the continents act l i k e large areal sources of radon,

exha l ing at a r a t e approximately two orders of magnitude grea ter than the

oceans. The radium content of the atmosphere i s exceedingly small , and.the only

radon source of importance in the atmosphere budget i s the ground.

The exhal ing radon w i l l be d i spersed in the mixing l a y e r s of the atmosphere,

showing a decreasing concentration with a l t i tude . In t h i s mixing layer (cal led

the atmospheric boundary layer in meteorology), t y p i c a l l y of 1 km height, the

radon w i l l be e l i m i n a t e d mainly by p h y s i c a l decay. The p h y s i c a l decay i s a l s o

the dominating removal process for the short- l ived daughters, while prec ipi ta-

tion and dry deposition removal are the most important el imination routes for

' Pb (T.| /2=22 a ) . The aim of t h i s s e c t i o n i s t o g i v e a b r i e f overview of how

radon and radon daughters participate in atmospheric processes, and the inten-

tion i s that such information w i l l be relevant to paper IV.
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?.2.1 THE BEHAVIOUR OF OUTDOOR RADON

The ground can be t r e a t e d as a porous source medium, j u s t as in sec t ion 3-1- The

detailed treatment in 3.1, describing the diffusive exhalation is, however, in

this case less meaningful. Local meteorological conditions cause large varia-

tions in the radon exhalation rate. The transport of radon tc the ground surface

is caused by a mixture of concentration-, temperature- and pressure gradients as

well as water flow. The transport modes through both small-sized openings in

granular soil and larger fissures vary greatly with time and space, making

anything but large-scale and long-term models difficult to apply. Once the radon

concentration gradient dC/dz, the pressure gradient dp/dz, the temperature

gradient dT/dz, and the water flow in the ground are known, the radon transport

and exhalation can be theoretically calculated. Equations analogous to equation

4 are used, (Fick used, for example, Fourier's law of heat energy fluence rate,

which is proportional to the temperature gradient, as a pattern, in formulating

his law of diffusion), but such a penetrating analysis is beyond the scope of

this investigation, and is of l i t t le relevance to paper IV.

In terms of the large-scale considerations relevant during the Ymer expedition,

the ground can be seen as a radon generator, supporting an air concentration of

radon. This air concentration, over land, is the source of interest in paper IV.

In a small air volume above ground (height z), a radon activity balance equation

similar to Eq. 8 above can be formulated. Some modifications have to be made,

however. As mentioned above, the radium concentration of the air is insignifi-

cant, thus the source term, g, in Eq. 3 is zero. The homogeneous diffusion

coefficient, D , should be used in Fick's law (cf page 16) and we have for the

radon activity concentration, C, in air

But we must further modify Eq. 11, as molecular diffusion is not a very active

transport process compared to the turbulent action of the air. The turbulent

transport of radon into upper layers can mathematically be treated as a diffu-

sion process, by introducing an eddy (turbulence) diffusion coefficient Dt in

Eq. 11. The equivalence of molecular diffusion and turbulence diffusion is not

complete, however, and Dt cannot, in more realistic situations, be treated as a

constant. To take this into account the stationary balance equation may be

written in one dimension, (Dfc >> Dm) as (Is62)

EQ. IP D • £ ? • ~ - £ - A . C O
t dz2 dz dz f
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The one-dimensional form requires that the radon concentration is constant in

the horizontal plane, which is possible only in the middle of larger regions of

constant areal exhalation rate. In paper IV we have used Eq. 12 to assess the

radon concentration over the ocean surface. The two dominant factors, deter-

mining the radon content in surface air are the exhalation rate and the upward

transport by turbulent agitation. As exhalation rate and turbulent mixing

exhibit both seasonal and diurnal variations, so does the radon concentration.

References to this aspect of radon in outdoor air have been given in paper IV. A

typical diurnal variation i s a factor of about 2 (ratio max. to min.) but i t

should be observed that in individual cases precipitation is a complicating

factor, causing large variations in the exhalating rate. The daily variations of

airborne daughter activities at ground level are even greater.

In addition there are also uncertainties concerning the transport of radon from

the source (the continents) to the polar region. Several long-range transport

models exist (cf e.g. the review paper by Fisher, Fi83), applicable to primary

'pollutants' like S02 and radon, but these models make reliable predictions only

over long time periods, about a year or more. The models agree to within a

factor of two in this long-time perspective, but to c i te Fischer 'no such

agreement is possible, nor is likely to be achieved in the near future, between

models and daily measurements'. The citation supports the decision of the aut-

hors of paper IV, to keep the discussion of the Ymer day-to-day results mainly

on a qualitative level.

3.2.2. THE SHORT-LIVED RADON DECAY PRODUCTS IN OUTDOOR AIR

Airborne radon i s the only s ign i f i cant source of short - l ived daughters in the

mixing l ayer . The f a t e s of daughters are more d i v e r s e compared wi th radon, as

they are influenced by several d i f ferent scavenging e f f e c t s . Of these , as d i s -

cussed in paper IV, only e l iminat ion by prec ip i ta t ion may be fas t enough to be

comparable to the h a l f - l i v e s of the daughters. The consequence of t h i s i s that ,

except for precipitation periods and few hours thereafter, the short-lived

daughters are in approximate equilibrium with radon. This does not, however,

necessarily apply in a short time perspective at heights of up to a few metres

above ground. At these small 'altitudes' temporal variations in the radon exha-

lation combined with fast changes in turbulence mixing, interact in a compli-

cated mannor. Short-time deviations of duration, a few hours, from the close-to-

equilibrium conditions, should be expected during changing atmospheric condi-

tions. For further references the interested reader is referred to Schuman

(Sc72) and Gogolak & Beck (Go80). The latter authors also stress the diff icul-
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ties in obtaining realistic solutions to the radon daughter balance equations

at height z

d2C dD. dC

Eq. 12

Eq. 13 d2C.

dz2

dD

dz

dC.

dz

0

Af,i-rCi-1

(Radon)

(RnD)

where the index i denotes the i : t h daughter nuc l ide and A* and A are the

physical decay and removal ra te constants respectively. Below about 100 metres

the turbulence diffusion coefficient Dt decreases proportionally to z a , where a

i s between 1.2 and 1.5 (Go80). Depending on the a tmospher ic s t a b i l i t y D t t akes

different absolute values (cf Ja63).

In equation 13 short- l ived daughters attached and unattached to the atmospheric

aerosol are combined together. I t i s not the objective of t h i s investigation to

elaborate on the radon daughter attachment process in outdoor a i r . If in t e res -

ted, the reader should consult the monograph of Junge (Ju63) or relevant re fe r -

ences given in paper IV. But i t should be s t r e s s e d he re , as in paper IV, t h a t

the radon daughter ac t iv i ty i s predominantly in the attached 'phase'. The d i s -

equilibrium between RnDs and radon in the atmosphere during dry and prec ip i ta -

t i o n per iods have been d iscussed by Gat e t a l (Ga66). The fac t t h a t most RnD

activity is attached to aerosol particles facilitates the sampling, as unat-

tached RnD:s would easily be lost in any pipes or tubing preceding the sampling

filter.

3.2.?. THE LONG-LIVED RADON DAUGHTERS IN OUTDOOR AIR

The intention in this section is to summarize the main features of the long-

lived products' behaviour in outdoor air . The half-l ives of Pb, Bi and
210Po are 22 a, 5.8 d and 138 d respectively, which are much longer, or com-

parable to the time-scale for scavenging by dry deposition, sedimentation, rain-

out etc. Some insight into the elimination processes is gained starting from the

unrealis t ic steady-state assumption of a constant radon concentration and an

identical removal rate constant, Xr, of all radon daughters. If we modify Eq. 1

to include a 'branching' factor f, and replace the physical decay constant

with an 'effective' decay constant, A! = Â  + X^f w e obtain

Eq. T N (t)n
N0(0)

n-1
E' ' TT
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where f4 + 1 equals the ratio X./( X.+ A,,), that is the fraction of the i:th

daughter atoms decaying to daughter i+1. The removal rate constant, Xr, is

assumed to be zero for radon. The E' function is defined as El = exp(- X't), in

analogy with the derivation given earlier. Having a constant production NQ (s~')

of radon atoms starting at time t = 0, we can find the number of atoms of the

n:th daughter at time t, by an integration of Eq. 1t

Eq. 15 V ° " [ N0 E 'o,1,2.. .n .
n-1
TT :. , X! )dt

1+1 I

V
The I' function is calculated recurrently:

l0 ' i E0
1 - e

Xo

* ; -

^-K

0,1,2...n x ' _ /

In the limit t-*00 the integrated function I' takes the form

Eq- 16 lim I
1

t-*»
0,1,2...n n

and in the steady state (t-*00 ) we have, from Eq. 1':- and Eq. 16

n-1

n
TT

A + X
n r

The ratio of the n:th daughter activity to the radon activity at steady state,

can then be written

Eq. 17
cn(»)

co<->

X 1

x,+

A

xo

X

# Nn(«>)

• No(»)

X2

x 2 +

— "

X
r

X
n ' Mn(.)

N o
X

n

X + X
n r

X
n

X + X
n r

TT
iK)
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If we compare the n:th daughter a c t i v i t y concentration with i t s mother, the
preceding nuclide n-1, we have

C («-)
Eq. 18

The mean residence time for aerosols, Tr= A" , in the outdoor environment is of

the order of a few days, or more. For the short-lived radon daughters (i= 1-»1)

therefore, A << \* is a good approximation.

Knowing the activity ratios from measurements, it is possible to calculate the

mean residence time, T , from Eq. 17 or Eq. 18. To obtain accuracy in such a

calculation the removal rate constant should be of the same order as, or larger

than, the physical decay constant. This criterion for A is fulfilled for the

long-lived daughters. It is difficult, however, to comply with the demands on

the equilibrium condition, on which Eq. 17 is based. As mentioned earlier the

radon exhalation from the ground exhibits diurnal variations, the removal coef-

ficient is subjected to large changes during precipitation, and so on. In addi-

tion the calculation of aerosol residence time will be unreliable due to mixing

of air masses having different scavenging histories, and due tc the existence of

other radon daughter sources than airborne radon. Moore et al (Mo75) for instan-

ce estimate that over 50% of the Po activity in the surface air over the

west-central USA originate directly from resuspended soil materials.

It is of particular interest in our case to see what is happening to the long-

lived daughter activity content of an air mass moving out over the sea. To

idealize the initial conditions, let us assume that the radon daughter system is

in a steady state with a constant removal rate constant of A , before leaving

land which also prevails over the sea. Further, the assumption is that radon is

removed from the air only by physical decay and that the dispersion of radon and

its daughters in the sea air is identical except for the specific aerosol

activity removal, described by A . At time t= 0 this idealized air mass leaves

the continent for the sea. Following the fate of this air mass, remaining over

the sea, we observe that the exhalation radon source is removed (the exhalation

of radon from the sea is negligible), and that initially the ratio between, for

example, Pb and radon is approximately equal to A ̂ /( A ̂  A _) —A ̂ / X , where

A is 8.5 10"5 d"1. What happens to the activity ratio 21OPb/*22Rn for t > 0 ?
4

To answer this question qualitatively we can use our knowledge about equilibrium

in radioactive decay series. If the mean residence time in air, A -1 ST for
210Pb is longer than that for radon, 5.5 days, the ratio 21OPb/222Rn will

increase and become infinite, if Tr is slightly less than 5.5 days, there is

still an increase but the ratio 21OPb/222Rn will take on a finite value. When Tr
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is much less than 5.5 days we have the conditions of the long-lived mother and

short-lived daughter, which means that the daughter will be in radiation equili-

brium with i t s mother nuclide. In our case only the airborne daughters are of

interest, not the ones removed, so the ratio of airborne Pb to Rn will be

equal to approximately A /A , i f \~ << 5.5 days. To see quantitatively the

time development of the activity in the air mass dealt with above we can use

equation 14. We have to modify it though, to take into account that we initial-

ly, at time t= 0, have daughter activities present. This is done by a summation

over all nuclides preceding and including the daughter of interest, and applying

the relevant E' function to each of the daughters.

Eq. 19
Nn ( t ) * A N.(0) TT i .n

To faci l i tate the interpretation, we can write the compact formula of Eq. 19

explicitly, remembering that an empty factorial product (i=n) is equal to 1.

NQ(t) - N0(0) E-

N2(t) - f2 A- A; f2 A; • «2<o> E 2

The theoretical results of calculations following Eq. 19 are shown in Figure 11

in paper IV, for different aerosol residence times. As the aerosol residence

time used is much longer than the half-lives of the short-lived daughters, the

influence of these has been neglected.

It i s obvious, in spite of the idealized conditions on which Figure 11 (IV) i s

based, that i t i s fundamentally wrong to use quotients of activity (e.g.
21OPb/222Rn or 210Bi/210Pb) to calculate mean aerosol residence times Tr, unless

Tr is about 1 day or shorter, or unless both in i t i a l activity values and the

time since the air mass left the continent, are known. Even the ratio
21OBi/21OPb, proposed by Martell and Moore (Ma74) as the best ratio to use for

estimates of trophospheric residence times, cannot be used with confidence in

maritime air. If the air mass system is interpreted as a steady-state system,

there is a high probability of an overeatimation of the mean residence time, if
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the true residence time i s longer than, say. two days. In paper IV the aerosol
residence time i s estimated to between i» and 7 days, using the grand mean
21OPb/222Rn ratio for the Ymer-80 expedition and the calculations resulting from
Equation 19 (cf Figure 11 IV). (The steady state equilibrium formula yields an
apparent aerosol residence time of 12 days).

V

I
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4. RADON AND RADON DAUGHTERS IN INDOOR AIR

In connection with the air-cleaning paper (paper III) it is relevant to give a

short overview of the radon- and radon daughter levels and behaviour in indoor

environments. For a more comprehensive review the reader is recommended to

consult the latest UNSCEAR report (UN82) and references therein. For radon

levels in the Nordic countries a joint report from the radiation protection

institutes in these countries has recently become available (NRP83). A special

issue of Health Physics (HP83), published in August 1983 is solely devoted to

indoor radon. Since the appearance of the UNSCEAR report, a review paper entit-

led 'Radon and Thoron in Buildings' has been published by Meggitt (Me83). The

great interest in recent years in indoor radon has been caused by the increased

awareness that radon irradiation, through the inhalation of short-lived daug-

hters, is a substantial, and in some countries a dominant, part of the 'natural'

radiation environment. Some groups of people in the Nordic countries actually

receive 'doses' higher than the dose limit for radiation workers (NRP83). (In

section 5 below, radon dosimetry will be discussed).

U.1. THE RADON- AND RADON DAUGHTER BUDGET IN A ROOM.

In general the potential sources of radon are materials of high 22"Ra content or

fluids originating from such materials. The source may be the soil beneath a

house, construction material, or water or gas supplied to a house. In part 2

above the radon migration in porous materials was discussed. The transport

processes mentioned there, porous diffusion, pressure- or temperature-induced

flow of air and water are all relevant to radon in indoor areas, but in in-

dividual cases one route of entry may be dominant. Large variations with time in

the radon entry rate (Bq s"1) are common if the radon source is the soil or the

water supply. In the soil case, an important factor is the pressure difference

between soil and house, excess pressure in the house may prohibite radon entry

more or less completely. The fresh water consumption in a house may change

rapidly, and with it the radon, entering the house dissolved in the water. We

shall not elaborate on the entry routes any further, but conclude by saying that

the very extreme indoor radon concentrations in Sweden are found in houses where

the radon emanates from the subsoil, and not the building materials, (UN82,

NRP83).

Once inside a confined space such as a dwelling the radon will be removed by

decay or ventilation. Theoretical calculations on the radon- and radon daughter
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behaviour in an indoor environment, are facil i tated by the fact that the influ-
ence of meteorological parameters, which are hard to quantify, i s less than in
the outdoor case. On the other hand, further complexity i s added to the indoor
case as a d i s t inc t ion between daughter a c t i v i t y attached and unattached to
aerosol particles has to be made when studying the radon inhalation effects . As
usual the external gamma irradiation from the daughters i s considered unimpor-
tant compared with the alpha irradiation of the respiratory organs. The radon
daughter behaviour and el imination paths in a room are best i l l u s t r a t e d by a
compartment model (Figure 1).

Unattached
u

Attached
a

Deposited
d

!Rn

'Po 1

'Pb 2

JPb 4

Figure 1. A compart-
x (1 - d ) ment model for radon

daughters in a room.
The different rate
constants are discus-
sed in the text. (The

(1 _ a ) f i ltration rate con-
stant, describing the
removal of airborne
daughter activity by
air cleaning, i s not
shown)

( 1 - C T )
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Only the airborne daughters are a direct irradiation risk. The activity depo-

sited on a surface must te kept trace on as it may be airborne again via recoil

effects. We can use the compartment model in Figure 1 to investigate the fate of

the radon daughters in a room. It is assumed that the net infiltrating radon is

the only source of daughter activity. The j:th radionuclide can be in different

compartments (numbered from zero to twelve) as unattached, attached or deposited

activity. The airborne activity is ventilated away in a first order process with

the) rate constant ^ . When the j:th daughter attached to the aerosol disinte-

grates, there is a probability, a*, that the daughter will become unattached.

The corresponding probability for deposited activity decaying, is denoted by dj.

The four rate constants for physical decay, attachment, deposition of attached,

and deposition of unattached activities are called A., Xa, Xd and A respec-

tively.

Even without air filtration, it is obvious that the radon daughter 'budget' in a

room is rather complex. If we wish to take filtration removal into account, we

may exchange the ventilation rate constant, A y, with an effective removal rate

constant, A y+ AQ, for airborne radon daughters. The effective filtration rate

constant, A , may be different for attached and unattached daughters, due to

different collection efficiencies of the filter media used. Introducing air

cleaning will also affect the deposition rate constants, increasing the probabi-

lity of plate-out, due to the increased air turbulence.

The degree of non-equilibrium at steady state between the airborne radon daugh-

ters and radon is of special interest. Describing the degree of non-equilibrium

for the j:th daughter by its activity ratio to radon, g,, the following equation

for attached activity can be derived

where the indices a and u stand for attached and unattached daughters respecti-

vely. The corresponding expression for the unattached activity ratio is

A.

Vn 51 ~JtU An\^} A. + A + A + A
cq. <n J » 0 j a p v

As all radon activity i s considered unattached, BQ u - 1 and 8n a = ""' giving
the initial conditions for Eq.s 20 and 21.

Another quantity of interest is the fraction, h.. u , of the airborne daughter j ,
which is unattached. This can be calculated as the ratio g4 ,,/(g, „ + gj _) from
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Eq. 20 and Eq. 21. The unattached fraction for Po, h« „, is given by a simple
I,U

formula, as the detachment processes, have no effect

Eq. 22
+A1,a(00)

1 +

Eq. 22, also derived by Jacobi (Ja72), reveals that the unattached fraction of

Po is independent of A , the deposition rate constant for unattached activi-

ty.

The individual 'equilibrium' factors, g*, above should be distinquished from the

radon daughter equilibrium factor F, referring to potential alpha energy (Eq. 5

above). From a knowledge of the g^:s, F can be calculated using the proper

weighting factors (cf Eq. 4 in section 2 above).

4.2. TYPICAL ELIMINATION RATES AND EER VALUES.

Typical values of the different ra te constants in Figure 1, have been published

by s e v e r a l groups. In Table 3, the va lues from the review by Bruno (Br83) a re

given, but we have added the daughter decay c o n s t a n t s and the d e p o s i t i o n r a t e

constant for attached ac t iv i ty .

TABLE 3.

SYMBOL

0

1
p
c.

3

a

d

p

V

NAME

radon decay constant

Po decay constant
914c Pb decay constant
9111
* Bi decay constant
attachment race constant

depos. rate const, (attached)

depos. rate const, (unatt.)

ventilation rate constant

VALUE

h"1

0.00755

13.64

1.55

2.09

20-180

0,07-0.7

1-200

0.1-1.25

I

In Table 3 the depositon rate constants for attached activities have been taken

from Jacobi (Ja72), Clough (C173), Wicke (Wi79) and Knutsson (Kn83). A lower

limit of A = 0.5 h" is set by Bruno (Br83), however, in Sweden values of A y

down to 0,1 h are not uncommon, (Sa8i), and we have therefore changed the A
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range in Table 3. The probability of detachment, d*, i s set to zero in the room
model calculations of Jacob! (Ja72), Postendorfer (Po78) and Bruno (Br83). The
only recoil probability that may be of significance i s a.,. In room model calcu-
la t ions a ^ 0.5 (Ja72, Kn83) and a.,= 0.83 (Me76, Br83) have been used.

During the last decade numerous surveys of indoor radon and/or radon daughter
levels have been performed throughout the world. For a guide to these measure-
ments the reader i s referred to the' UNSCEAR report (UN82) and to papers included
in the special radon issue of Health Physics (HP83). There exists early l i t era-
ture (cf Me27 for references) on measurements of 'radium emanation' indocrs, but
the f irst systematic investigation was done by Hultquist (Hu56). When only radon
i s measured in dwel l ings , most authors assume an equilibrium factor, F= 0.5.
That t h i s value i s a reasonable choice, for low vent i l a t i on rates (< 0.3 h"1),
has recently been proven experimentally and in model calculations (Sw83). In the
interval 0.30 <A v<0.60 h"1, Swedjemark (Sw83) found F factors of between 0.21
and 0.66 with a mean of 0.43.

The national average of the equilibrium radon daughter concentration, (EER),
including only houses on 'normal' ground, i s 53 Bq m~̂  (NRP83, Bu82), but large
groups are exposed to much higher RnD concentrations. From a large track-etch
detector survey of 12 000 houses, i t i s estimated that almost 10 % of these
houses have EER-values larger than 1000 Bq m~̂  (Hi82), but these houses were
selected for measurement, because high radon daughter l e v e l s were suspected.
Regions exhibiting low average radon-daughter concentrations are naturally also
encountered. The average EER-value in 210 houses on the island of Öland, measur-
ed duiing the f i r s t half of the year 1983, was 36 Bq m"3 (He8M). In Section 5
below the connection between EER and effective dose equivalent rates i s e luci-
dated .
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5. RADON DOSIMETRY

The absorbed dose to the respiratory airways from inhalation of radon is due to

radon itself and its daughters. Theoretically to arrive at an absorbed dose in

different lung tissues from an air concentration of radon and its daughters,

several things must be known:

i. the activity concentration of radon and its daughters in the air,

ii. the size distribution of the aerosol bearing the daughters, including

the daughter fraction unattached to aerosol particles,

iii. the breathing rate,

iv. the deposition probability of the inhaled activity in different parts

of the respiratory system,

v. the elimination rate of the activity deposited or dissolved in the

airways,

vi. the thickness of the intervening tissue layer between deposited acti-

vity in the lung and the tissue of interest (the 'target' tissue).

Several of these points are interconnected, e.g. the deposition probability (iv)

can not be evaluated accurately if the size distribution of the aerosol (ii) and

possible changes in aerosol characteristics which may take place in the airways

are not known.

It was recognized early that the epithelial cells of the bronchi were the target

tissue as the carcinomas associated with radon exposure were of bronchial ori-

gin. But absorbed dose- and 'dose equivalent' calculations during the 19^0's

took only the inhaled radon and its subsequent decays in the lung into account.

Bale (Ba51) pointed out that the absorbed dose from inhaled decay products will

by far exceed the absorbed dose from radon itself. According to the rough

calculations of Bale the lung dose was about three orders of magnitude larger

from the daughters than from radon itself, and soon Harvey (Ha53) showed that

the retention of inhaled daughters in the respiratory system was about 50 %.

Taking into account the fact that the mean biological residence time of the

deposited radon daughters in the mucous layer or lung alveoli was long compared

with physical decay times, it was natural to consider the inhaled potential

decay energy of the radon daughter as the relevant risk parameter. Furthermore,

the dose equivalent from gamma- and beta decays is neglible compared with the

alpha radiation, with its higher biological effectiveness. The connection bet-

ween the potential alpha energy inhaled and the corresponding dose equivalent to

the respiratory system was not known accurately enough, so authorities and
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organisations prefered to give occupational limits expressed as potential alpha

energy concentrations in air (cf Section 3 above), instead of the dose equiva-

lent Units.

Several lung irradiation models where published during the sixties and seven-

ties (e.g. Ja6H, A164, Ha67, Ha72), with the aim of deriving conversion factors

between exposure quantities (e.g. WL or J h m -) and the absorbed dose to

different parts of the lung tree. The interest in radon daughter dosimetry at

this time was arose from the findings of high RnD concentrations in uranium

mines in the USA during the 19^0's and 50's. The median radon concentration in

36 uranium mines on the Colorado plateau was 700 kBq m~^ (Ba5D.

The in-depth evaluation of all the parameters possibly influencing the dose to

the respiratory organs revealed, among other things, the importance of the

unattached fraction of the short-lived daughters. The high deposition probabili-

ties of the unattached daughters lead to dose-exposure factors about ten times

higher than for attached activity. Jacobi (Ja77) found conversion factors bet-

ween the dose to the bronchial tissue and the potential alpha energy exposure

ranging from 0.007 to 0.U mGy/J h m~^ in his survey of different models. But he

noticed that the major part of the discrepancies was due to different assump-

tions concerning unattached fractions and aerosol size distributions, made by

the various authors. Correcting for the differing aerosol characteristics,

Jacobi narrowed the range of conversion factor applicable to mining down to

0.01-0.0'» mGy/J h m . The figures given refer to one of the target tissues in

the lung, the basal cells of the bronchi. The alpha-particle range in tissue is

of the same order as that in the mucous layer covering the basal cells; there-

fore a critical parameter in every lung-dose model is the mucous layer thickness

(Ja83).

A renewed interest in lung-dose model calculations followed the concern about

radon daughter irradiation in dwellings. The mine models have to be modified as

the aerosol conditions and the breathing rates are different in a dwelling. The

fact that children are exposed has also to be considered. Age-dependent conver-

sion factors have been derived by Hofmann (H08O). The results of the extensive

studies of radon daughter lung dosimetry by Jacobi and Eisfeld (Ja80, Ja8D and

James et al (Jam80) have been compared by an OECD/NEA expert group (Jam8D. The

International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) refers to the lung

models of Jacobi-Eisfeld (J-E), James-Birchall (J-B) and ICRP when deriving

dosimetrically based occupational limits (ICRP81). Recently James (Ja83) presen-

ted a comprehensive comparison of the three models by Jacobi, James and Harley-

Pasternak (Ha8D.
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From a study of the modern realistic lung-dose analysis i t can be concluded that

i. the conversion factor between an absorbed dose and potential alpha

energy is strongly dependent on the fraction of unattached radon

daughter activity,

i i . two different target tissues, the bronchial basal cells and the cells

in the pulmonary region should be considered separately,

i i i . the identification of the most risk-relevant regions within these

targets are uncertain (Ho83).

From i. i t follows that the potential alpha energy concentration is not an

appropriate measure of the risk in conditions where the unattached fraction

varies. But the question is what to use instead. For want of better knowledge on

how the deposited radiation energy in the respiratory tract should be weighted

for the best risk assessment, we have used the calculation principles of the

ICRP (ICRP81) in paper I II to evaluate the impact of air cleaning. Exploiting

the regional lung dose-concept of ICRP publication 32 (ICRP81), with equal

weighting factors (ŵ .= 0.06) for both the bronchial basal cells and the pulmona- -1

ry region, yields conversion factors, Ha/i t , as a function of the fraction of

unattached potential alpha energy, f0,

Eq. H /i__ fs (i8+170f )0.06 + 5.2(1-f J0.06= 1.39+9.9f« (Sv J"1)ö pou p p p
23a - - - -

basal ce l l s pulm. region (J-E model)

Eq. H a / f p o t s (iM+560fp)0.06 + 2-0.06= 0.96 + 3*»fp (Sv J" 1 )
23b _ . _ ^ _

basal ce l l s pulm. reg. (J-B model)

H_ i s the effective dose equivalent ra te and I,,-*, i s the potential alpha energy
1 3 1

inhalation rate (J h ). If the mean breathing rate is denoted b (m3 h ), then
I t and the air concentration of potential alpha energy C t (J m~J), are
simply connected:
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Eq. 2U i p o t = b Cpot

Cp o t (J m"3)= 1.80-104 Cp o t (WL)= 1.80-108 EER (Bq m"3)

Eq. 23 assumes an a c t i v i t y median diameter of about 0.25 pn (ICRP8D, and the
quality factor for alpha part i c l e s Q = 20. The presumed diffusion coe f f i c i en t
for the unattached activity i s 0.05 cm s~ .

In Eq. 23 the dose equivalent to the basal ce l l s dominates, especially at high
values of the unattached fractions, f . The identical weighting factor 0.06 for
both basal c e l l s and the pulmonary region i s questionable, seen from a radon
epidemiological stand point. As a l l radon daughter induced tumours are localized
in the upper bronchi, i t would seem reason ble to put more, i f not a l l , (0.12)
weight on the bronchial dose equivalent (Ja83). In paper I I , however, we have
str ic t ly followed the recommendation of the ICRP in putting w~= 0.06 for both
target regions.

Eq. 23 can be written in terms of EER instead of the intake of potent ia l alpha
energy. Assuming, as in paper III, a mean breathing rate of 1.2 m3 h we have

Eq. 25a

basal c e l l s pulm. region

= 7.2(1-fp) + 75.2fp + 2.08(1-fp)=

= 9.3(1-fp) + 75.2fp (J-E model)

basal ce l l s pulm. reg.

Eq. 25b Ha/EER = 5.6(1-f ) + 230f + 0.8 =

= 6.4(1-fn) + 230f_P P
. - 3

kBq m
u) (J-B model)

"3

The formula for calculating the equilibrium equivalent radon concentraton, EER,
i s given by Eq. M above. The mean breathing rate of 1.2 m3 h"1 in IRCP 32
(IRCP81) i s defined for occupational exposure. For domestic situations the lower
breathing rate of 0.75 m3 h"1 i s recommended (UN82). Equations 25a and 25b are
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l i n e a r y dependent on brea th ing r a t e and for b r 0.75 m^ h Eq. 25a and FJq. 25b

become:

Eq. 26a Ha/EER= 4.

= 5.8a-fp> • «7fp

- l
-E model)

Eq. 26b H /EER= 3-5(1-fp) + + 0.8

• 1«5f
p

-B model)

The strong dependence of the effective dose equivalent rate on the unattached

fraction, f , is obvious from the formulae above. In the J-E dosimetric model

the unattached and attached fractions are of equal importance when f is about

14 %. The corresponding figure for the J-B model is only 3 %• The reason for the

smaller weighting factor for the unattached activity in the J-E model is traced

back to the high clearance rate of the unattached act ivi ty deposited in the

bronchi, due to an assumed rapid uptake (T-i/p = 15 min) into the blood (Ja83).

Equations 26a and 26b can be utilized to estimate the effective dose equivalent

due to radon daughters. From the reference value of f = 0.025 in homes (Ja83) we

have from Eq.26 H /EER= 6.8, and l.%0 ySv per (kBq h m"^) from the J-E and J-B

dose models respectively. If we further assume an indoor occupancy factor of

0.8, f = 0.025 for outdoor air and use the mean indoor and outdoor EER values

(53 and 2 Bq m"-'), in Swedish homes (NRP83) on natural ground, we arrive at H =

2.5, + 0.0^ r 2.5g mSv a"1 (indoor + outdoor) in the J-E model. The correspon-

ding J-B values are about 10 % higher. In the calculation the mean breathing

rate b = 1.0 m̂  h has been applied outdoors (UN82). The conversion values used

here (cf Eq. 23 with f_ = 0.025) are s l ight ly smaller than the reference value
P

of 2 Sv per J inhaled potential alpha energy, choosen in the UNSCEAR report

(UN82). The average effective dose equivalent rate from external gamma radiation

in Sweden is 0.6 mSv a"1 (NRP83); excluding the contribution from cosmic radia-

tion, about 0.3 mSv a . In several countries the average national EER is

estimated to be in the range 15 - 25 Bq m"^ (UN82, Table 40). In those countries

the indoor radon daughter exposure constitutes the majcr part of the 'natural

radiation background', expressed in effective dose equivalent.

In the time prior to the existence of reliable dose models and the publication

of ICRP report 26 (ICRP77a), defining an effective dose equivalent, only little



attention was paid to exposure from radon daughters in dwellings. It is relevant

to talk about an era before and after IRCP 26. The effective dose equivalent

quantity was a means, though inexact, putting all partial body irradiations on

a common basis, from the point of view of carciogenic risk. In older listings of

background radiation levels the lung dose from radon daughters is not mentioned,

or if it is, the given values are difficult to compare with e.g. whole body

gamma irradiation. The UNSCEAR reports illustrate the growing awareness of rcion

as a significant background source. In the 1962 UNSCEAR (UN62) report the in-

creased external gamma radiation dose rate in buildings constructed from light-

weight concrete based on alum shale are listed (Hultquist's measurements, Hu56),

but the topic of indoor radon and thoron is only touched upon 'concentrations in

confined volumes such as buildings will be considerably higher if ventilation is

poor or absent'. The UNSCEAR report from 1966 has much more to say. Between 1962

and 1966 two dose models (A164, Ja64) calculating the bronchial- and lung tissue

dose were published, and several paragraphs (roughly half a page) in UNSCEAR 66

deal specifically with indoor exposure to radon- and thoron decay products. Lung

doses were still not included in the summarizing table (Table XVII), covering

dose rates from natural sources, but paragraph 149 contains the following com-

ment; 'Dose rates to the lung tissues are not given in the table since no exact

estimate is available, but those to the epithelium of segmental and lobar bron-

chi are believed to be of the order of several hundreds of millirads per year.' ,

(1 millirad= 0.01 milligray). In the 1972 UNSCEAR report (UN72), Table 20,

(p.83) summarizes the dose rates from natural sources in 'normal' areas. Dose j

rates to gonads, bone-lining cells and bone marrow from Rn are given, but no !

lung doses. But paragraph 146 comments on Table 20; 'In addition to the doses I

included in table 20, yearly doses in the range 50- 200 millirads are received

by the basal epithelial cells of the segmental bronchi from inhaled radon daug-

hters. Their actual value are still uncertain owing to the many assumptions that

underly the estimates." Later UNSCEAR reports (UN77, UN82) treat radon and

thoron and their decay products more extensively. In the 1982 report text and

tables in Annex D 'Exposures to radon and thoron and their decay products' take

up no less than sixty pages, excluding the nine pages listing references.
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6. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

In this section a brief description of the different measuring principles and

techniques for radon and radon daughters is given. Only methods utilized in

papers I - IV are treated, with a particular emphazis on methods of fundamental

importance for the conclusions drawn. The reader having a general interest in

radon- and radon daughter measurement techniques, is referred to several review

papers published, e.g. by Budnitz (Bu74), George (Ge80) and Breslin (Br80).

Only methods involving first a collection of activity and then a subsequent

measurement of the activity are relevant to this investigation. If the radio-

activity concentration is low, the activity is collected via accumulation on

some kind of filter. The measurements may be based on different physical prin-

ciples, e.g. gas ionization in an Ionization chamber. The detection methods used

in this investigation are limited to alpha scintillations from zinc sulphide

(ZnS) and alpha spectrometry using solid state detectors.

6.1. RADON SAMPLING AND MEASUREMENT

The established scintillation flask, also called the Lucas flask, is used as

the detector for radon throughout papers I to IV. The technique of using zinc

sulphide (ZnS) as a detector for alpha radiation is very old, and was used by

Crooke in his 'spinthariscope', (CrO3). In this old application of ZnS, the

light flashes were counted by eye. In modern designs the inside surfaces of the

scintillation flask are coated with silver-activated zinc sulphide. The bottom

of the flask is made from a light-transparent material and the flask are equip-

ped with one or two valves. Placing the scintillation flask on a photomuitipiier

(PM) tube, the alpna scintillations can be counted by ordinary pulse electro-

nics. The scintillation f'.ask got its alternative name from the improved detec-

tor design published by Lucas (Lu57).

In this investigation grab samples are taken in single valved preevacuated

scintillation flasks, either of commercial (LAC-3. Johnston Lab, Maryland, USA)

or our own design. In the latter case the phosphor, obtained from Radium Corpo-

ration, Hackettstown, New Jersey, USA, is sprayed onto the inside of cheap

water-seal cups, with a small pressurized air sprayer. The air in the grab

samples taken is always prefiltered, to prevent dust and radon daughters from

entering the flask. The background count rates of the flasks are individually

determined and vary between about 0.01 and 2 counts per minute, depending on the



type and the radon exposure history of the flask, as well as the working voltage
of the PM tube.

By permanently mounting the scint i l lat ion flask in the PM-tube housing contin-
uous radon detector i s poss ible . A double-valved through-flow s c i n t i l l a t i o n
flask detection i s the subject of paper II. As in the case of grab sampling the
inlet air is filtered to remove radon daughters. Whilst inside the detector some
radon atoms wi l l <lecay, and a fraction of the daughters born, wi l l be deposited
on the detector surfaces, while the others are swept out by the air stream. The
deposited daughters give the continuous flask detector a 'memory' of prior radon
concentrations. The intended use of a continuous radon detector i s at places
where the radon concentration in air varies, and naturally the radon daughter
memory effect of the through-flow detector i s a drawback. The f irst continuous
flask monitor was constructed at the former HASL by Harris et al (Ha57). Two
decades later at the same laboratory, (Environmental Measurement Laboratory,
Dept. of Energy, New York), a procedure was developed to correct for the memory
e f f ec t (Co77, Th79)- Using the method described in paper I I , the true radon
concentration Cn in time interval n, can be written

Eq. 27 Cn= m1Sn-1 m 2 S2Sn-2 + m i S n - i

where Sn is the accumulated number of counts (corrected for back-ground) in the
time interval n, and m̂  are the memory coefficients. The total counting e f f i c -
iency, c (counts per Bq m~^), i s composed of a counting efficiency, for radon,
e r , and a counting efficiency for radon daughters,e J. The calibration procedure
to evaluate the coefficients m̂  i s given in paper II. As the coefficients n< are
directly connected to the elimination coefficients in the flask and the elimina-
tion rate is flow-dependent, the n^ coefficients ar«> also flow-dependent. How-
ever, the dependence of the m^s on flow rate i s small, in the flow-rate inter-
val used in paper II. The reason i s that the plate-out process i s only s l ightly
influenced by the air-flow changes in question.

1

The scint i l lat ion flask i s limited to a volume of about two l i t r e s or less. The
restriction in volume i s imposed by both the alpha particle range in the flask
and the diff icult ies in obtaining efficient l ight-col lect ion from large-volume
f lasks . The net pulse rate from a o n e - l i t r e s c i n t i l l a t i o n flask i s about 0.1
counts per minute at a concentration of 1 Bq m" ,̂ i f radon equilibrium in the
flask i s assumed. The detection l imit for radon wil l be different depending on
the background count rate of the flask and the counting time for the sample.
From the figures given i t can be concluded that the lower l i m i t of detect ion,
taking grab samples, i s in the interval 1-10 Bq m~3, or even higher i f a small
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flask has a high background count rate.

To increase the sensitivity in grab-sample measurements, the radon in air can be

concentrated to a small volume either by condensation, adsorption or chemical

processes. In order to manage the extremely low radon concentrations met in

paper IV, adsorption of radon on cooled charcoal was util ized. The knowledge

that charcoal is an efficient adsorbent of radon is old, described by Rutherford

in 1906 (FuO6) and Boyle in 1907 (Bo07). Several authors have investigated the

dynamics of charcoal traps for inert gases, e.g. (St55, St8i, B08I, and Sc80).

One method of analysing the adsorption behaviour of charcoal traps is the equi-

librium compartment model. In this model the trap is treated as a series of N

compartments of equal volume. Exposing the trap for a constant volume flow of

radon-free air, v, and a short radon pulse at time t=0, the breakthrough volume

of air V is approximately related to the dynamic adsorption coefficient k by the

expression (B082)

Eq. 28 V = tfe k m/t^

where m is the mass of the charcoal and tb and t are the times of breakthrough

and maximum activity in the outlet air, respectively. The breakthrough volume V

is equal to v tb. From the radon eluation curve the number of compartments, N,

can be calculated (St8i).

Eq. 29 (t m/At)
2 = 0.180 N - 0.194

In equation 29 A t is the full width at half maximum concentration. The dynamic

adsorption coefficient k i3 strongly dependent on temperature. The temperature

dependence can be written (B078)

k = s1 exp (s2/T)

Where s^ an? positive constants and T (°K) is the charcoal temperature. At T =

273 °K the dynamic adsorption coefficient is about three times higher than at

293 K, as reported by Scheibel et al (Sc80).

6 .2 . RADON DAUGHTER PRODUCTS

Originally, the short-lived daughter activities in air were often measured

directly using ionization- or scintillation methods. But at low concentrations, ;

in outdoor air for instance, some sort of accumulation was necessary. For this J

I
k
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purpose electric-field methods, e.g. high voltage wires and air flow electric
condensors, were frequently util ized. In response to a paper by Bale (Ba51),
stressing the dominating role played by radon daughters in inhaling radon-laden
air, several "mechanical' filter methods were born. The concentration in air of
short-lived daughters could be deduced from an air sample drawn through a filter
of fine porosity, followed by an alpha count of the filter. The first sampling
and measuring regimes were based on gross alpha measurements in one (Ku56, Ro72)
or several (Ts53) time intervals subsequent to the air sampling. A determination
of the individual air concentrations of a l l three short-lived daughters i s
possible with the three-interval regimes, l ike Tsivoglou's (Ts53). In later

developments alpha counting during air sampling (e.g. C178a, C178b) increased
218the statistical precision of the Po determination. Increased sensitivity and

precision may also be obtained i f the alpha-decay count rate of the f i l t er i s
measured continuously after sampling. The measuring time can be chosen to be up
to an hour or more. The individual daughter concentration in air is derived by
means of a least-squares f i t to the decay curve (Ra69). The advantage of the
gross alpha methods i s that large-area alpha detectors are available. High-
volume samples, using filters and detectors (e.g. ZnS) of areas of a few square
decimetres, make the gross alpha measurements very sensitive. The methods are
easy to use in the field, and since long measuring regimes such as Kusnetz'
(Ku56) are frequently used in mines.

Using gross alpha three-interval regimes (Tsivoglou and modifications, cf
IAEA76), it is difficult to achieve enough precision in the determination of the

? 18short-lived Po (T«/o = 3.05 minutes). As mentioned the precision may be
improved by counting during sampling, but then the air-sampling head, must be of
a more complex design. The detector must be situated in front of the f i l ter .
Significant losses of unattached activity can not be excluded in such a geome-
try.

9 1 8
A direct determination of the first daughter Po is possible using alpha
spectrometry. The 6.00 MeV Po peak is easily resolved from the 7.69 MeV peak

? 1Uof Po and influencies from other alpha-decaying nuclides can be corrected
for. Figure 2 shows an example of an alpha spectrum containing peaks from decay
products of three natural decay series. The alpha spectrometry method for air-
borne radon daughters was proposed by Martz et al (Ma69). For an unambiguous
determination of the individual radon daughter concentration two counting time
intervals are necessary. From the net accumulated alpha pulses from Po

and Po (P2) in the f irst interval and from Po (P,) in the second interval
the air concentration Ci of the i:th daughter can be deduced:
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counts per channel
a.u.

Figure 2. An alpha

spectrum obtained from

the radon room with

uranium ore as a radon

source, (Millipore FS

filter).

C,= k1 P1

Eq. 30 C2= (k2 P1 + k3 P2 + k^ P3)(1/ve)

P1 + k6 P2 + k7 P^C3=

(Bq m~3)

(Bq m"3)

(Bq m"3)

where e and v are the alpha counting efficiency of the detector and the a i r

volume sampling ra te respectively. The coefficients ki are dependent on the

sampling time and the subsequent counting regime. In the first step our computer

program (Pe8D calculates the coefficient values for an arbi t rary choice of

sampling time and length of the two counting time intervals. And secondly, the

concentration values Cj_ are calculated, following equation 30.

The rationale of computerized alpha-spectrometry evaluation, is the freedom to

introduce various sampling- and counting regimes without tedious recalculation

of coefficients. Due to the short ha l f - l i f e of 2 1 8 P O , the timelag, tv to the

first counting interval should be kept to a minimum. The accuracy of the alpha-

spectrometry method has been discussed by Martz et al (Ma69) and Jonassen and

Hayes (Jo7U). In the investigation in paper I I I , alpha spectrometry was used

throughout, for measurements on both fi l ters and wire screens, except for the

investigations reported in Figure 8 I I I .



One of the problems met in paper III was how to separate the attached and

unattached radon daughter activities. Upon consulting the literature several

methods were found to be available. The wire screen technique (Th72) was chosen,

as this technique is easy to adapt to alpha spectrometry measurements, a direct

measurement of the unattached activity is possible and commercial filter holders

can be used with little or no modification. The wire screen can be considered as

an array of short diffusion tubes in parallel. When drawing air through the wire

screen, there is a finite probability for particles to be deposited on the wires

either by inertial impaction, molecular or eddy diffusion. In laminar flows of

small particles, say less than one micrometre, only molecular diffusion is of

importance. Then the highly diffusible unattached radon daughters have a large

probability of becoming attached to the wires. The aerosol particles, much less

mobile across the air flow, can pass the wire screen almost unaffected.

Even if the wire screens, as passive devices, are simple to use, careful inves-

tigations of collection and counting efficiencies must precede usage. In paper

III the collection efficiency of the wire screen has been both experimentally

and theoretically analysed. Two theories have been applied, the semi-empirical

formula suggested by Thomas (Th72) and the theoretical efficiency equation based

on the fan model of filtration theory published by Yeh, Cheng and Orman (Ye82).

Thomas' formula for the collection efficiency, u, can be expressed as a function

of the dimensionless paramenter h,

Eq. 31 u = 1 - 0.82 exp(-23-3h) - 0.18 exp(-i670h)

where h = W/v( +y)2

ifi - screen wire diameter

y = aperture of the wire screen

D = diffusion coefficient

v = laminar air velocity

As pointed out by the authors (Th72), the semi-empirical approach behind Equa-

tion 31 cannot be expected to give accurate collection efficiencies for screens

and flow rates differing greatly from those of their study ( (<p+y)~ from 1.6

to 32 cm"1). The flow rate interval covered by Thomas et al (Th72) is 5 - 50 cm

s-1.

Equation 31 is only applicable to unattached particles. In order to evalutate

theoretically the collection efficiency of the wire screen for aerosol partic-

les, the diffusion tube equation can be used in the limit of small h (So79), as

Vooren et al (Vo82) have done. We, however, have instead exploited the formalism



developed by Cheng and collaborators (ChSO). Originally derived for wire screen

diffusion batteries, the collection efficiency, a, of a single wire screen, can

be written as a function of the Pechlet number P = v(4>/D) and the interception

parameter R = <t>/̂ >(<|>= particle diameter):

Eq. 32a a = 1 - exp - (bnP
-2/3 »2/3,

where the coefficients b^ are solely dependent on the wire screen geometry. The

b^rs can be written in terms of the parameters B and w, which are dependent on

the solid volume fraction, a, of the screen and the screen thickness, t , (Ye

82):

bQ = 2.7 B/In 10

b., = 2.0 B/(2 w In 10)

b2 = 1.24 B/(w
1/2 In 10)

w = -0.5 m f * f - 0.7<

For an aperture y = 0.25 mm and the wire diameterns 0.16 mm (the screen used in

paper III) the b^R term in Eq. 32a can be neglected. If we approximate the

solid volume fraction to ct=H( >̂+ y)/U<fi and the screen thickness to t= 2<P ,

we have

Eq. 32b a = 1 - exp{- (1.17 P" 2 / 3 + 7.97 P" 1 / 2 R2/3)}

Relating the particle diameter, 4> , and the diffusion coefficient D (Ye82) by

D = kT B /3

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T i s the absolute temperature, 3 is the

Cunningham slip correction, and y is the air viscosity, the collection effic-

iency, a, has been calculated. In paper I I I the collection efficiency, a, is

displayed for two air-sampling velocities, as a function of particle diameter

and for log-normal particle size distributions.

To experimentally evaluate the collection efficiency of the wire screen, three

screens, in series, in front of a back-up f i l t e r , have been used. Based on

assumptions given in paper III, the collection efficiencies for attached activi-

ty (a,) and unattached activity (u^) for the i:th daughter can be derived. The



formulae are given in paper III. Due to the low absolute values of the efficien-

cy a, of the order of 0.01, the experimental accuracy of a^ is low. On the

whole, the theoretical and experimental results of the wire screen collection

efficiencies for both attached and unattached particles are consistent (cf

Figure 3 in paper III) as long as laminar air flow prevails.

Once the a^s and u^s have been determined, a single wire screen in front of an

absolute filter, suffice as an air-sampling set-up, to separate attached (Ca)

and unattached (Cu) activity concentrations.

Eq. 33

Cu= {S - a(S

Ca = (S + F) - Cu

- a) (Bq m"3)

(Bq m~3)

where

S = the activity concentration in air corresponding to the activity on

the wire screen.

F = the activity concentration in air corresponding to the

activity measured on the back-up filter,

u = the collection efficiency of the wire screen for unattached

activity,

a = the collection efficiency of the wire screen for

attached activity.

In order to determine S and F in Eq. 33( the counting efficiency of the surface-
barrier detector for alpha act iv i ty on wire screens and on f i l t e r s must be
known. In paper III the counting efficiency for the wire screen relative to the
f i l t er i s of primary importance. (The absolute values are less essential in
paper III, where relative values are sufficient to evaluate the effect of air
cleaning). To relate alpha-counting efficiencies, the gamma radiation from the
short-lived daughters on screens and filters has acted as reference radiation.
The procedure is based on the assumption that both wire screens and fi lters are
thin plane gamma sources, with neglible self-attenuation. By inserting a small
diffused-junction alpha detector into a Nal well-crystal gamma detector, alpha-
and gamma radiation can be detected simultanously (paper III). Another possi-
b i l i ty i s to count for several consecutive periods, of say a few minutes,
alternately with a surface-barrier detector and with a Nal crystal. It i s in
this case convenient to utilize the time period 10 -20 minutes after sampling,

O1 Jl ? 1 U

when the Bi gamma- and Po alpha intensities are approximatly constant with

time. Furthermore, the gamma radiation from 21 Bi and the 21 Po alpha radiation,



can be considered as coincident in this application, due to the short half-life
? 1Uof Po. These alpha- and gamma measurements reveal that the alpha counting

efficiency for wire screens is dependent on air velocity in the interval u < 10

cm s , supporting earlier findings by James et al (Jam72). At sampling veloci-

ties above 10 cm s the alpha counting efficiency for a wire screen is twenty

percent lower than for a filter.

The technique of sampling radon decay products on filters is applicable to long-

lived daughters as well. The relatively small air samples discussed ( 50 m̂ ) in

paper IV, prohibit a direct measurement on the filters, as the air concentration

of long-lived daughters is very low in the arctic. For assessment a relatively

simple chemical separation technique is chosen. Easily soluble filters are used
?10and from the disolved filter solution Po is deposited onto nickel plates. The

Po concentration is measured with surface-barrier detectors having very low

background. Counting times from several days up to two weeks are s t i l l needed to

achieve acceptable counting statistics.

As the long-lived daughters have been collected through a large pipe and, in

addition, the air sampling head is of the non-open type, activity loss must be

evaluated. This has been done in paper IV, with the result that no significant

loss of long-lived activity could be detected. These findings are reasonable, as

the aerosol carrying the long-lived daughters is well aged, and therefore the

very small particles have been removed by coagulation processes.

6.3. EXHALATION MEASUREMENTS VIA THE ACCUMULATION METHODS

In the recent survey of radon transport phenomena (Co8D several exhalation

nethodologies are reviewed. All direct methods of measuring radon exhalation

involve a vessel of some kind to accumulate the exhaled radon. On surfaces, the

vessel, with at least one end open, i s placed over the surface and may be

sealed. Small samples can also be placed inside canisters. From the growth of

radon inside the vessel or canister after closing, the radon exhalation is

deduced. Special forms of the accumulation method are the flow- and the adsorp-

tion methods. In the flow method (Pe65) the accumulating vessel is connected in

a closed loop to a through-flow radon trap. The air flow in the vessel should,

as nearly as possible, simulate conditions met outdoors on the ground. The

adsorption method implies filling the accumulating vessel with charcoal. On sur-

faces the vessel may also be open towards the room. This technique introduces

fewer disturbances than a closed container. In the following description the

14 U



discussion will be limited to air-filled accumulating vessels used for exhala-
tion determination of enclosed samples, even i f some conclusions may also be
relevant for the adsorption method.

To assess the exhalation from the enclosed sample the radon concentration in the
vessel must be measured. This can be done by taking one or several grab samples
of air from the vessel. If a single sample is taken after a certain accumulation
time, a constant exhalation rate from the enclosed sample i s assumed. This
exhalation rate i s easily calculated when the free volume in the vessel i s
known. The radon concentration measured should be corrected for radioactive
decay and leakage of the vessel if the accumulation time is long. Long accumula-
tion periods, several days as used e.g. by Zupancic (Zu34) and Lindmark (L18M),
combined with single grab samples cannot be recommended, as the exhalation rate
does not remain constant. Applying the accumulator method to outdoor ground
surfaces, Clements and Wilkening (Cle73) recommend that the accumulation time
should be less than one or two hours.

To avoid the uncertainty inherent in the single-sampling method, the in i t ia l
growth of the radon concentration can be traced by repeatedly taking small
samples of air from the vessel. Due to the extensive work of Jonassen (J08O,
J083) this method is now in common use. The initial radon concentration growth
in the vessel is used to assess the free exhalation rate of the enclosed sample.
By free exhalation is meant the exhalation rate of the sample during equilibrium
conditions in free space. The grab samples taken dilute the air in the vessel
and introduce periodic reductions in pressure. The total volume of the grab
samples should preferably be small compared with the free air volume of the
vessel, to avoid significant problems of dilution and pressure change.' Working
with perfectly air tight enclosures, the pressure drop can be avoided by delib-
erately replacing the grab air via a second valve in the vessel. Care must be
taken that the grab-sample air is representative of the air in the vessel, and
not, for example, diluted by the replacement air. The outer-volume air in the
vessel should be stirred to avoid radon concentration gradients, if the height
of this outer volume is large. With carefully designed experimental conditions,
disturbing effects of temperature or pressure changes, dilution, etc. can be
avoided. During controlled conditions the only transport mechanism causing
exhalation is diffusion. Such ideal conditions are the subject of paper I. The
implications of the time-dependent diffusion theory on exhalation measurements
is elaborated on in section 7 below.



7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

The aim of this section is to summarize and discuss the findings in papers I-IV.

Only the more important implications and results are dealt with here. Details

are found in the respective papers. Included in this section are also some

complementary experimental results obtained after the printing of papers I-IV.

The first part below describes the calibration procedures common to all four

papers.

7.1 CALIBRATION AND TRACEABILITY.

A standard 22°Ra solution (Amersham RAY.24, Gr. Britain) is used in a vacuum-

tight radon emanator system, to calibrate the ZnS flasks. The Ra solution is
??6

measured by the manufacturer in an ionization chamber, calibrated using a Ra

standard from the National Bureau of Standards, Washington D.C., USA. The over-

all uncertainty in the 22°Ra concentration as defined by Amersham is ± 3.7 %. The

solution is diluted in two steps before the transfer to the emanator vessel. For

dilution a micropipette of nominal volume 1 ml, but calibrated to O.gö̂ i 0.011

ml (±1 s.d.) is used. The design and use of the emanator follow essentially the

recommendations given by Rushing et al (Ru6*O. The total reproducibility using

the emanator as a standard over longer periods of several months is about 5 % (1

s.d.). Counting statistics contribute insignificantly to this figure.

The radiation from the short-lived radon daughters is, with a few exceptions,

measured usxng a surface-barrier detector, calibrated using commercial alpha

sources, plated on metal discs. As stressed in paper III, one should not con-

sider such a procedure absolute, mainly due to the larger and unknown energy

degradation of alpha particles in the filter source, compared with the standard.

As the counting efficiency of the filters is based on plated sources, it is an

upper limit. As the wire screens are calibrated relative to the filters, the

same degree of overestimation applies to them. The daughter concentrations

presented in paper III should be considered as relative. From preliminary ab-

solute calibration procedures now underway, it is estimated that the RnD values

given in paper III are too low by about 10-15 %. All other short-lived radon

daughter detectors (surface-barrier or zinc sulphide type) utilized for measu-

ring the activity on filters and wire screens have been calibrated relative to

the reference surface-barrier detector.

The long-lived daughter concentrations are deduced by counting the alpha partic-
P10

les from ""Po, deposited from the filter solution onto nickel discs. The sur-

1*6



face-oarrier detectors (BA-19, 300 mm2, Ortec, Tennessee, USA) are calibrated by
means of standard alpha sources of total uncertainty about ±1 %. In this case
both the samples to be measured and the calibrating sources are thin plated
sources of the same diameter. The long-lived daughter concentrations given in
paper IV are therefore the absolute ones, directly comparable to the radon
values.

In connection to the calibration discussion above i t i s worth stressing the
importance of reproducing exactly the distance between source and detector. For
the typical geometries used ( source-detector distance 4 mm, source and detec-
tor diameter of about 30 mm) when alpha-counting the f i l t er s , the counting
efficiency changes by about 7 % per mm.

Air pumps of different designs and capacities have been used. The air sampled
for long-lived daughters benefits from a pump equipped with a constant flow
regulator (RAS-1, Eberline, Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA). All pumps have been used
connected to gas volume meters. Tests between the different instruments utilized
tc determine air-sample volume show consistent results (the factory calibration
figures have been assumed to be correct). Air density corrections due to diffe-
rent atmospheric pressures have not been applied. 1

7.2 RADON EXHALATION (paper I).

The objective of paper I i s to describe the consequences of diffusion theory for
exhalation measurements using the closed-can (accumulation) method. The treat-
ment is limited to one-dimensional samples in air-t ight vessels.

One important result in paper I i s the proof that a sample f i l l ing up the bottom
of a straight-walled vessel to a height d, exhibits the same areal exhalation as
a semi-infinite sample of thickness 2d, (Figure 1, I). A one-dimensional analy-
s i s of the sample i s therefore perfect ly adequate as long as the wal l s and
bottom of the vessel are impermeable and non-absorbant for radon.

The most important issue in paper I i s however, the increased insight into the
exhalation phenomenon gained from studying the solution to the time-dependent
diffusion equation. It i s however, not necessary to solve the complicated time-
dependent diffusion equation in order to reject the old interpretation of 'back-
diffusion', as the following intuitive discussion wi l l i l lustrate.



If we, at time zero, have the sample in the open container in equilibrium, the

concentration gradient in the pores has the general trend of the curve for t=0,

in Figure 2a I. (For simplicity we assume that the outer volume concentration of

radon is nil at time zero). Closing the exhalation vessel at t=0, will cause the

outer volume concentration to increase linearly with time. But the most super-

ficially situated pores in the sample will follow the same rate of increase in

concentration, as the well mixed outer volume does. Deeper situated pores in the

sample will 'respond' to the sudden increase in outer volume concentration

somewhat more slowly, due to the finite times of radon transportation involved.

Thus, the immediate answer to a linear increase in outer volume concentration is

a decreased concentration gradient in the surface region of the sample. Consul-

ting Fick's first law of diffusion, we find that this is equivalent to a lowered

exhalation rate. In conclusion then, the immediate response to closing the

container is a depressed exhalation rate. The rate of change in exhalation rate

is at a maximum initially. (How fast the change is, is determined by the outer

to inner volume ratio, a, and the diffusion length, L, of the sample material).

From this qualitative description it is also clear that the decreasing exhrla-

tion rate, immediately after the closing of the vessel containing the sample,

has nothing to do with the high radon concentration in the outer volume of the

vessel. In fact, the depression in exhalation rate is most rapid at t = 0, when

the concentration in the outer volume is zero. One important question is now:

for how long after closure is the radon concentration growth in the outer volume

linear with time? Already the intuitive discussion above indicates that this

period of linearity may actually be zero. That it is theoretically so, is

confirmed by the time-dependent solution of the diffusion equation (Eq. 9)

above). Thus, the diffusion theory implies that there is no period of strict

linear growth of radon in the container volume, corresponding to free exhala-

tion. Two questions related to each other naturally arise. Firstly, how is it

that radon experimentalists so often obtain apparently linear increases of radon

concentration in the container outer volume? (sometimes over a day or more), and

secondly, what circumstances can 'save' old 'free exhalation' results, obtained

by the closed can method? The first question is easy to answer. For certain

configurations of sample and measuring vessels, the reshaping time (cf defini-

tion in paper I) is 30 small, that a practically linear growth in radon concen-

tration in the outer volume is measured, a growth rate corresponding to the

bound steady state exhalation, E (*>). An important feature of the time-dependent

diffusion theory is that this linear increase in radon concentration is depen-

dent on the leakage factor, Y . (The very long reshaping times of thick samples,

also giving linear growth rates of radon, are discussed below). The second

question can be answered by looking at Equation 10 above. If the steady state

exhalation, EgO»), is only slightly less than the free exhalation, E, or if the



free exhalation changes very slowly towards E»(<»), then the implication of the

time-dependent diffusion theory may result in only minor corrections to 'old'

measurements. If E,(»)aE, i t does not matter i f we take a sample from the

container soon after closure or later, as long as we correct the result for

physical decay and leakage.

The concept of very long reshaping times is somewhat more intricate to explain.

Consulting Equation 9 above, we see that the time-dependence of the exhalating

system is given by the sum

Apparently there is l i t t l e we can do about the y^:s, at least for air-tight

containers, the y^s attain values of about 2 or larger (cf Table 2 above). Only

i f the sample is thick compared with the diffusion length, L, wi l l the f irst

low-indexed teres in the sum above be 'slow" enough. For al l thicknesses, d,

larger than about 2L, the difference between free exhalation rate, E, and the

steady-state bound exhalation, Ê (<»), will be the same, if other parameters are

kept constant. In Table 4 are given the 10* depression times for thick samples.

A radon-tight (Y=D container is assumed. By a 10% depression time is meant the

time it takes, upon closing the container, for the constrained exhalation rate,

Ej^t), to deviate more than 10$ from the free exhalation rate, E.



Thickness

d

cm

40

60

80

40

60

80

d/L

2

3
4

2

3
4

Outer

volume

height

I
cm

20

20

20

60

60

60

10$ de-

pression

time

hours

7.3

8.7

10.2

71

78

87

TABLE 4. The 10% depression time

as a function of sample thickness,

d, and outer volume height, I . The

diffusion length of the sample, is

denoted by L. (Theory).

The conclusion to be drawn from the numbers given in Table 4 is obvious. Let us,

for example aim at an accuracy of better than 10%. The time during which we have

a constant exhalation, well approximating the free exhalation, is fairly long.

Thus, sampling radon from the closed container, during say the first 24 hours,

may for several 'thick' geometries be perfectly acceptable, when i t is our

intention to measure the free exhalation rate.

To summarize the issue of older measurements:

i. If the bound steady-state exhalation rate, E» (°°), deviates very l i t t l e

from the free exhalation rate, (pL-tanh(d/L)/yJ,«1) the closed-can method yields

the free exhalation rate as long as corrections for decay and leakage are

applied.

i i . For thick samples (d>L), the free exhalation rate is approximately

obtained from the radon growth during the first few hours or several days,

depending on the thickness and geometry, (of Table 4).

i i i . For thin samples (d<0.5L), the closed-can method does not give the

free exhalation, E, if the radon growth is measured after a few hours, due to

short reshaping times. The mean exhalation rate obtained from a growth curve

underestimates the free exhalation rate. The underestimation is less than a

factor (1+pd/Y&), if leakage and decay corrections are performed. If only a

decay correction is applied to a leaking accumulator, the free exhalation rate

may be underestimated by more than the factor (1 + pd/Jl).

What kind of experiments can be done to elucidate the special features of the



time-dependent diffusion transport of radon in porous samples? One possibility
is to choose a sample thickness, d, and outer volume height,£ , in such a way
that the initial change in slope of the concentration as a function of time is
pronounced. Choosing a thickness, d, less than the diffusion length, L, of the
material will give a short reshaping time. A short reshaping time is an advan-
tage, making the in i t ia l change in slope of the concentration distinct, and
leaving plenty of time after the change, for checking the linearity in radon
concentration growth. A linear increase corresponding to the bound steady state
exhalation, if the time-dependent diffusion theory is valid. The initial course
of the radon activity concentration in the outer volume, is schematically drawn
for the old theory and for the time-dependent theory in Figure 3.

Radon concentration

' initial slope

theory

time-dependent theory

Figure 3. The old and new
'theories ' of how the
radon concentration in-
creases upon closing the
outer volume of an ex-
halation vessel. Schema-
tic.

Time

Characteristic of the old 'theory' is that the time-derivative decreases mono-
tonously, due to what i s believed to be an accelerating depression of exhala-
tion. Typical for the time-dependent theory is that the initial change in slope
is of short duration (for thin samples) and that the following activity concen-
tration increase is linear in time, until decay losses of radon set in. Experi-
mentally the curve shape predicted by the time-dependent diffusion theory i s
obtained, as exemplified in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Radon concentration growth in the outer volume during the first

fifteen hours after closure. The exhalating material is dry sand mixed with

11 % ground uranium ore by weight. The diffusion length, L, is 1.4 m, the

sample thickness, d, is 26 cm and the outer volume height, £, is 4.0 cm.

(Porosity, p= 0.47, radium concentration, Cpa= 1180 Bq kg"
1, emanation

fraction, e= 0.33, bulk density, if =1.71 kg dm"^, relative leakage, Y=1.)

• grab samples

—»—grab samples corrected for dilution effects.

O time-dependent diffusion theory,

Another way of testing the time-dependent diffusion theory is to measure the

exhalation rate as a function of thickness, d, for thicknesses less than half

the diffusion length, L. In the case of d< 0.5 L, the free exhalation rate is

proportional to the thickness, d, and independent of diffusion length. The

results of such a test are shown in Figure 4 in paper I. The deviation from

linearity in thickness, d, of the experimentally obtained exhalation rate

reveals that this rate cannot be a free exhalation rate.

Theoretical and experimental exhalation rates from a new series of tests are

given in Figure 5. The exhalating material is sand mixed with 11 % ground

uranium ore by weight. The porosity and diffusion length of this material, have

been determined by independent methods.
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Figure 5. Theoretical and experimental exhalation rate as a function of
sample thickness in an exhalation vessel of total inner height 30.5 cm. The
sample parameters are identical to those in Figure M.

free exhalation, E.
O time-dependent theory, mean exhalation rate during the first 10 hours.
v experiments, mean exhalation rate during the first 10 hours.

By f i l l ing the pores with ethanol, the porosity was deduced to be 47+2H (±1
s.d.). (The true figure may be somewhat higher i f al l the pores were not com-
pletely filled.) The porosity value is within the normal range for loosly packed
sand-like materials. The diffusion length, L, i s measured in the sand without
uranium ore, to keep the self-production of radon low. The method used i s
similar to that described by Zapalac (Za83). The result from several experimen-
tal runs on samples of thicknesses between 0.1 and 0.2 m, is a diffusion length
of about 1.1» m, which is a reasonable value, as the porosity is relatively high.

All samples included in Figure 5 and in Figure i» (I) are thin in the sense that
the thicknesses are less than 0.5L. It is for samples in this category that the
time-dependent diffusion theory has i ts greatest implications, due to the short
reshaping times involved. In order to diminish the disturbing effects in the
outer volume of air, the grab samples taken at sample thickness, d= 26.5 cm,
have the volume of only 3.5 cm .̂
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There is a better agreement between theory and experiments in Figure 5, than in

Figure 4 (I) . There are several reasons for t h i s . The dominant one i s tha t the

porosi ty used in Figure 4 ( I ) , p=0.40, i s too low. Furthermore the leakage

during the series in Figure 4 (I) may have been higher than expected.

7.3 THE CONTINUOUS RADON MONITOR, (paper II) .

A through-flow radon- ln-a i r monitor i s the subject of paper I I . The theory of

plate-out correction, in the simple form described in I I , i3 straightforward. As

a correct ion for the radon daughter p la te -out i s performed, the detector i s

designated a true radon monitor. Such a continuous radon monitor (CRM) is very

useful when the radon concentration varies with time.

As seen in paper I I , the time resolut ion of the CRM is l imited. The 5-minute

sampling interval yields correction coefficients, m.., that are incorrect. Posi-

tive m* values aru physically impossible. The deficient m. values are due to the

finite wash-out time of radon from the CRM during calibration. A correction for

the finite wash-out time is easy to apply, leading to a somewhat slower response

of the detector. The 5-minute sampling interval is exploited infrequently by us,

as the time resolution obtained using 15 or 30 minutes of pulse accumulation in

many applications is sufficient. The microprocessor mentioned in paper I I , has

been exchanged. In the current CRM set-up, the correct ion i s calculated by a

Fortran program on a PDP 11/10 computer.

The continuous radon monitor i s an excel lent tool , when ever time-dependent

radon levels are met. An example of this is given in Figure 6, where the monitor

i s utilized in an exhalation experiment, for the identification of grab-sample

disturbances. The sand sample in Figure 6 is identical to the sample of the same

thickness in Figure 5, but the exhalation run was carried out about four weeks

la ter .

After taking the grab samples (Figure 6) the pressure drop in the outer volume

was immediately compensated for by replacing air through a valve in the lid of

the exhalating container. Dilution effects have not been corrected for in Figure

6. The small discrete samples of volume 3.5 cnr are subjected to larger uncer-

ta int ies than the samples of normal volume taken directly into the ZnS flasks.
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Figure 6. Theoretical and experimental radon concentration growth in an

exhalation container. Sample thickness, d= 21.5 cm, see Figure H for other

sample parameters. The CRM is a built-in type, used inside the exhalation

container. The integration time period of the CRM is 15 minutes.

O Grab samples, volume 0.15 dm^.

x Grab samples, volume 0.0035 dm^.

Continuous radon monitor (CRM) results.

• ••• Time-dependent diffusion theory.

The results in Figure 6 illustrate clearly that the grab sampling disturbs the

smooth radon concentration growth, in spite of the steps taken to avoid pressure

drops in the container. Further experiments are needed in order to better iden-

tify the sources of disturbances. One of these, the dilution of outer volume

air, is significant as the outer volume is fairly small. For the 'thin' sample

in Figure 6, the 'experimental' initial slope of the growth curve corresponds

approximately to the bound exhalation rate, E. (<»), as discussed in paper I and

section 6.3 above.

In paper III, the CRM is connected to the radon room in order to check the

constancy of the radon concentration. In this case the expected rate of change

in the radon level is so slow, that the correction procedure described in paper

II is of less importance. A sufficient accuracy is obtained from a simple linear

relationship between the net count rate of the CRM and the radon concentration

in the radon room.
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7.U THE EFFECTS OF AIR FILTRATION (paper III).

Embarking on the project desribed in paper III, the first goal was to find a

simple and reproducible way of separating the unattached and the aerosol-attach-

ed short-lived radon decay products. It is shown in paper III, that the wire

screen technique fulfills the need for simplicity and precision. But even though

the wire screen method is convenient and simple to use, the collection- and

alpha counting efficiencies must be carefully studied before starting practical

separation measurements. It should be stressed that the calibration results

obtained in paper III, cannot without further tests, be applied to radically

different situations, for example high-humidity conditions.

A sample holder containing three wire screens in front of a membrane filter is

used to measure the collection efficiencies for attached, a, and unattached, u,

radon daughters. The experimental results are well supported by the theories of

^heng et al (Ch80, Ye82) and Thomas and Hinchliffe (Th72). The coefficients K ^

in Eq 2 in paper III, can be plotted on a logaritmic scale, as a function of j.

The shape of the Kj± curve obtained may be utilized to test the validity of the

assumption behind Eq. 1 in paper III. In Figure 7, the relative K values are

shown for HaA, RaB and RaC.

1

HiL
a.u

0.1 r

0.01 r

0.001 r

Figure 7. The relative

wire screen coefficients,

Kj^, (defined in paper

I I I , Eq. 2). Typical cur-

ve forms during the con-

dition when the unattach-

ed RaA and attached RaA

are of the same magni-

tude. The wire screen is

a 32 mm diameter screen

of mesh 2k c m " 1 .

V air sampling velocity

interval 11-15 cm s"1.

o air sampling velocity

interval 22-25 cm s"1.



The results in Figure 7 are best interpreted by consulting Equation 2 in paper

III. If the attached and unattached radon daughter concentrations are of equal

magnitude, the quotient Kjĵ /K,̂  is approximately equal to u, the collection

efficiency of the wire screen for unattached activity. The RaA curves exemplify

this in the Figure. If we assume that the collection efficiency, u, is close to

1, say 0.8, and the collection efficiency, a, for attached activity is small,

say about 1 %, then the quotient K2i / '^1i' * s a 8OO(* estimate of a, as long as

the ratio unattached/attached activity is less than a. Such circumstances can

prevail for RaC, during medium to high aerosol loads. The very large uncertainty

(hatched region) in K^-values for RaC (i = 3) and j >2 is due to the very poor

counting s t a t i s t i c s . The slightly different aerosol conditions and sampling

velocities behind the results in Figure 7, add further spread to the relative

K^-values, for all three daughter nuclides.

One of the important aims of the investigation in paper III, is to evaluate the

influence of air f i l t ra t ion on the effective dose equivalent rate. Two dose

models are used for the calculations. One of them, the James-Birchall model, is

deliberately choosen to represent models of high weighting factors for the

unattached radon daughters. If the implementation of air filtration has favour-

able effects, according to the J-B model, i t will also be favourable, from the

dosimetric point of view, in models of lower weighting factors.

An important summary of the effect of air filtration on dose equivalent rate is

given in Figure 19 in paper III. The large spread in the 'dose' reduction factor

as a function of air cleaning rates in the filter is expected. Different virgin

aerosols and different types of filters used are the cause. One important con-

clusion from Figure 19 (III) is that no increase in the effective dose equiva-

lent rate is seen, not even in the James-Birchall model, weighting the unattach-

ed radon daughters by a factor of about 31*. This is an important finding and i t

concerns for example people, who for reasons other than radiological ones, have

to use air cleaners in their homes.

Another conclusion from Figure 19 (III), is that as a remedial tool, the effect

of air filtration may be limited. In the practical range of filtration rate, say

less than 5 h"1, the reduction in effective dose equivalent rate is less than a

factor of two or three (Fig. 19 III) .

The Harley-Pasternak dose model (Ha72) used by Jonassen and McLaughlin (Jo82),

uses a weighting factor of 26 for unattached 21°Po activity, compared with

attached 21°Po, and dose contributions from unattached 2^?b and 21"Bi-21i*Po are

not included. The Harley-Pasternak dO3e model will therefore, in most canes,
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give dose equivalent reductions somewhere in between the two models used in this

investigation. In spite of the quite different experimental conditions, the air

filtration results reported by Jonassen and McLaughlin show the same trend as

those in Figure 19 (III). For intermediate aerosol loads (aerosol number concen-

tration in the interval 3-5*10 cm"') the dose reduction, obtained by Jonassen

and McLaughlin using the Harley-Pasternak model, coincides essentially with the

J-E curve in Figure 19 in paper III.

The concentration of attached and unattached radon daughters before and during

air filtration at 5.2 h by a high-efficiency filter, reported by Hinds et al,

ha3 been converted to effective dose equivalent rates by means of Equation 4 in

paper III. The reduction in the effective dose equivalent is about 90$, relative

to the air cleaner off conditions, in both the J-E and J-B models. The reason

can be traced back to the fact that Hinds et al report a significant reduction

in unattached 2 1 V b and 21l*Bi-21''Po, after the onset of air filtration. This

reduction is difficult to explain, considering the efficient aerosol removal by

filtration, thereby decreasing the attachment rate considerably (cf Figure 1 and

Table 3 above). The increased filtration- and plate-out losses of unattached

Pb and Bi- Po will, to a certain extent compensate for the failing loss

through attachment. If an overcotnpensation is at hand, it will explain the
?1M ?1U ?1U

reduced concentration of unattached Pb and Bi- Po.

Actually, it is important to map the unattached RaB- and RaC concentrations, in

spite of the often low absolute values. Both in the calculation of potential

alpha energy (Eq. 4 above) and the effective dose equivalent (Eq. 35) the

unattached RaB and RaC activities are assigned large weights. This can be illu-

strated by the most extreme case, comparing attached RaA and unattached RaB in

the J-B model. For equal contributions to the effective dose equivalent the

attached RaA activity must be a factor of 165 larger than the unattached RaB.

The corresponding factor in the J-E model is 49.

Advanced aerosol measuring instruments are utilized in paper III. During the

majority of the measuring series, both the aerosol size distibution and the

condensation nuclei concentration, CN, were monitored. The size distributions

cover the diameter interval 0.01-1 ym. The main purpose of introducing aerosol-

measuring equipment, is to check the stability of the aerosol, in addition to

the obvious desire to characterize the aerosol. Due to the detailed mapping of

both the aerosol and the individual activity concentration, there is much more

valuable information available in paper III than is discussed therein. The main

objectives of paper III were to study the metrology of unattached activity and

the subsequent use of the developed measuring technique to the air filtration
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phenomenon. Therefore, d i scuss ions on sub jec t s such as radon room models are

del iberately excluded in paper I I I .

7.5 MEASUREMENT OF 222Rn AND 210Pb IN THE ARCTIC SUMMER AIR (paper IV).

A comprehensive description of the radiological part of the atmospheric chem-
i s t r y programme of the Ymer-80 expedi t ion i3 given in paper IV. General ly ,
equipment intended for indoor or laboratory measurements are u t i l ized . Radon and
the s h o r t - l i v e d daughters are measured in s i t u , by more or l e s s e s t ab l i shed
methods. The inert radon is adsorbed onto cooled charcoal and the alpha ac t iv i ty
concen t r a t ion of the s h o r t - l i v e d daughters are followed cont inuously by an
alpha- in-a i r monitor, equipped with a membrane aerosol f i l t e r . These assessment
techniques have been discussed in section 6 above. The a i r sampling on both the
charcoal and the f i l t e r was performed in a 2H hour cycle, but the alpha count-
ra te of the f i l t e r was regist.-ated continuously by a data-logger. The '2^ hour'
f i l t e r s for the short-lived daughters, were saved for l a te r evaluation of the
long-lived daughters 210Pb and 2 1 0Po.

Considering that the equipments are intended for laboratory use, and that per-

sonal re la t ive ly unfamiliar with the apparatuses, performed the sampling during
p 1 nthe second leg, the r e l i a b i l i t y and continuity of the radon- and Pb sampling

were high. For radon only 5 days out of 78 were l o s t , and the corresponding

figure for long-lived daughters is 2 out of 88 days. The on-line alpha monitor

for s h o r t - l i v e d radon daughters , was occas iona l ly d i s tu rbed by sea s a l t and

electronic noise. Because of such disturbances and human factors combined, about

30 % of the time was los t .

Due to the short preparation time and small budget the choice of instrumentation
and parameters on board Ymer, deviate from the optimum. Though the experimental
outcome of the expedition i s more than sat isfactory i t is clear in looking back
that improvements could have been made. The radon charcoal trap should have been
larger , thereby avoiding leakage corrections. Also, the ~ 50 m^ a i r samples for
long- l ived daughters , are in the lower range of p r a c t i c a l volumes. A l a r g e r
sample i s recommended, to improve the counting s t a t i s t i c s when counting the
ac t iv i ty from 2 1 0Po.

The col lect ion efficiency of the charcoal trap i s shown in Figure 5 (IV). Since

the print ing of paper IV, the charcoal trap has been studied with regard to the

mult i -compartment theory descr ibed in sec t ion 6.1. The eva lua t ion of these

dynamic studies of the charcoal-adsorbing character is t ics i s now underway. One
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experimental point with parameter values similar to those used during the Ymer-

80 expedition has been determined. At a trap temperature of -31 C and an a i r

flow rate of 1.3 1 min , the breakthrough volume is about 700 l i t r e s and the

collection efficiency is 795t after a collection time of 22 hours (corresponding

to 1.7 m' in this case). This collection efficiency is sl ightly below the

efficiency curve (85%) in Figure 5 (IV), obtained at temperatures between -35

and -U0° C.

A huge amount of data describing the arctic atmosphere was gathered during the

expedition. Only a small part of this valuable information is described in paper

IV, with emphasis on the radiological part of the air chemistry programme. All

radon concentration values obtained during the expedition are shown in Figure 6

(IV), and examples of air t rajectories are given in Figure 7 (IV). Apparently

there is a strong negative correlation between air-mass age over the sea and

radon concentration. The sea-level trajectory is the irost important trajectory

determining the radon concentration. All high radon levels, are measured in

'young' air (cf e.g. t rajectories 6 and 9 in Figure 7 in IV). For a l l locations

north of 75 ° N the mean radon concentration during the expedition was 75* 21 inBq

m"-' ( ±1 s.d.). This value is low compared with radon concentrations reported

from the Alaska region (Lo62, UN82) and the Norwegian sea CUN82), indicating a

very low influence from continental air masses, fhe low radon concentrations

found, support the idea of Rahn (Ra78) that the Arctic region is decoupled frcm

the mldlatltudinal regions during the summer. The Pb concentrations measured

are within the range found or Franz Josefland (Ra76); Dut the grand mean value

of the Ymer-expedition, 75 u3q m" ,̂ is much larger than the mean value, 13 u Bq

m"-3, reported by the Russians. The Pb concentration is strongly dependent on

precipitation intensity and frequency. The large deviation of the mean Pb

concentrations quoted, obtained during different tine periods, may therefore be

due to differences in meteorological factors.

A part of paper IV is devoted to an analysis of potential disturbing factors. It

is shown that both the radon and the Pb measurements are insensitive to

contamination from the ship i t se l f and from local settlements. The sea-salt

causes no radioactivity contamination either, but can prohibit the proper func-

tioning of the surface-barr.ier detector. One local radon source that may be of

importance is the sea. Crude calculations based on the gas-exchange data repor-

ted by Roether n̂d Kromer (Ro78), cannot exclude the sea as a significant radon

emitter during the low concentration period in July, showing a mean value of

about 20 mBq m"-5. The insen3itivity of the radiological measurements to the i

ship's emission is <- great advantage, making elaborate contamination controlling i

systems unnecessary. M
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Activity ratios between the different long-lived radon daughters, and between

long-lived radon daughters and radon itself, may be used to calculate the mean

residence time of the aerosol in the atmosphere, above the continents, as dis-

cussed in section 3.2.3 above. Steady-state models are used, and due to the

large variation in radon source strength, the mean residence times in the atmo-

sphere over land, are uncertain by a factor of 2-3 (Ju63). The ratio of 210Po to

Pb is not recommended for use in residence time calculations, as sources

other than atmospheric radon exist for o 1 nPo The activity ratio
21OBi/21OPb is proposed as the ratio best suited to such calculations (Ma?1»). In

paper IV i t is shown (cf Figure 12 in IV) from basic decay- and elimination

principles, that no steady state is achieved in the air over the sea, unless the

mean residence time of the aerosol is much less than the mean residence time,

5.5 days, of radon. In a l l cases when the true residence time is larger than

about 1 day, the use of simple steady-state formulae presupposing a long-lived

mother (cf Eq. 17 in section 3-2.3 above) overestimates the true residence time.

This also applies to the recommended ratio Bi/ Pb, if measurements are

taken, as assumed above, in the air over the oceans.

Episodes of long-range transport to the Arctic region, and episodes of local

contamination are also discussed in paper IV. In air masses originating from the

continents, there is a close correlation between short-lived radon daughters

(RnD) and the light-scattering coefficient, o . a measure of the aerosol ma3s
sp

in the size range 0.2-1 pm (Figure 12 in IV). The emissions of local settle-

ments have a low radioactivity content. Accordingly, the radioactivity concen-

trations will not correlate with either the condensation nuclei concentration,

CN, nor the light-scattering coefficient, a 3t). A comparison between the radon-

and radon daughter concentrations and the stable constituents such as sulphur,

clorine etc., is difficult due to the largely differing sampling time intervals.

In spite of these difficulties, it can be said that the Ymer results support the

hypothesis that larger industrialized land masses are sources of both radon and

stable pollutions, like sulphur. Non-industrialized areas emit radon, while

sulphur emission is nearly absent. These conclusions are exemplified by the

long-range transport incidences showing high values of both radon and sulphur.

Greenland, on the other hand, is a source of radon during the summer, but is an

insignificant source of sulphur. All the comparisons with stable pollutants and

valuer of, for example, condensation nuclei concentration, CN, and light-scatte-

ring coefficients as_, have been made possible thanks to the paper published by

Lannefors et al (La83) and to personal communications with these authors and Dr

Lennart Granath (Gr8M) at Stockholm University.
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8. SUMMARY

Several aspects of radon ( Rn) and i t s decay products are included in this

investigation. Radon and radon-daughter measurement methodologies are analysed

from both theoretical and experimental points of view. I t is shown that the

results obtained from exhalation measurement can be explained by diffusion being

the only transport mechanism. Deficiencies in the established accumulation

method of radon exhalation measurement are shown by the use of the time-

dependent diffusion theory. The term 'back-diffusion', hitherto vaguely defined,

is clarified and shown to be applicable only to steady-state conditions.

Enclosing a thin (with dimensions less than half the diffusion length) porous

sample in an accumulating vessel leads to a rapid change from a free to a bound

(constrained) exhalation rate. The nearly linear radon-concentration growth in

the outer volume of the vessel in such a geometry is shown to underestimate the

free exhalation rate by a factor up to (1 + a" ) in radon-tight vessels (a is

the outer-to-inner volume ratio.)

The wire-screen technique combined with surface barrier detectors is a conve-

nient and reproducable method for separation of aerosol-attached and unattached

radon-daughter act ivi t ies . The effect of air-filtration on the radon-daughter

levels are in this investigation expressed both in activity and in dosimetric

(effective dose equivalent) terms. Air-filtration of indoor air has no deterious

effects, even when evaluated by dose models, weighting the unattached fraction

of radon-daughter activity by the largest factors. That the implementation of

air-filtration is worthwhile as a remedial counter-measure in 'radon' houses can

not. be generally asserted, as the initial radiological, economical and social

factors are too diverse. In this investigation, the effective dose equivalent

rate has been reduced by a factor of 1.3 to 2.5, depending on in i t i a l aerosol

conditions and the dose model U3ed, at a filtration rate of 5 h . Fine filters,
p

ordinary and of type electret, of surface densities in the range 0.6-3.2 g cm" ,
have been used.

pop

The grand averages of c"Rn obtained during the Ymer-80 oxpedition are 7 5 + 2 1

mBq m~ •' ( +1 s.d.), and the average Pb concentration i s lower by a factor

of 1000. It is shown theoretically that long-lived daughter activity ratios are

unsuitable as an estimator of the aerosol residence time in ocean a i r . A good

qua l i t a t ive agreement between radon-levels and the time since the a i r lef t
ppp

l a r g e r land a r e a s was found. The measurement of Rn and i t s l o n g - l i v e d daugh-

3.
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ters are insensitive to contamination from the ship's exhaust-emission and

emission from local settlements. During Arctic background conditions, signifi-

cant contribution from sea-emanating radon cannot be excluded.
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